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Abstract—In this paper, we design an energy efficient indoor4
visible light communications (VLC) system from a radically new5
perspective based on an amorphous user-to-network association6
structure. Explicitly, this intriguing problem is approached from7
three inter-linked perspectives, considering the cell formation,8
link-level transmission and system-level optimisation, critically9
appraising the related optical constraints. To elaborate, apart10
from proposing hitherto unexplored amorphous cells (A-Cells),11
we employ a powerful amalgam of asymmetrically clipped opti-12
cal orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and13
transmitter pre-coding aided multi-input single-output (MISO)14
transmission. As far as the overall system-level optimisation is con-15
cerned, we propose a low-complexity solution dispensing with the16
classic Dinkelbach’s algorithmic structure. Our numerical study17
compares a range of different cell formation strategies and inves-18
tigates diverse design aspects of the proposed A-Cells. Specifically,19
our results show that the A-Cells proposed are capable of achiev-20
ing a much higher energy efficiency per user compared to that21
of the conventional cell formation for a range of practical field of22
views (FoVs) angles.23
Index Terms—Energy Efficiency, Optical Wireless, Small Cells,24
Optical OFDM, Optical MIMO.25
I. INTRODUCTION26
1) Background: Improving the attainable energy efficiency27
has been one of the salient design objectives of modern28
wireless communications [1]. In the post-4G era, quantifying29
energy efficiency became a challenge owing to the emerging30
Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) in pursuit of ‘green’ designs31
[2]–[6]. With the launch of the global 5G research initiatives,32
the community expanded its horizon from Radio Frequency33
(RF) cellular networks both to millimetre wave [7] and to34
optical wireless concepts [8]. Owing to this paradigm-shift35
to higher frequencies, the disruptive large-scale Multi-Input36
Multi-Output (MIMO) architecture has attracted substantial37
interests, with the goal of further improving the achievable38
energy efficiency [9]. Apart from the classic perspectives on39
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energy efficiency, the novel concepts of wirelessly powered 40
communications [10], [11] are also emerging. Despite all the 41
above advances, there is a paucity of literature on design- 42
ing energy efficient optical wireless systems, especially indoor 43
Visible Light Communications (VLC) systems. 44
With the advent of high-power Light Emitting Diodes 45
(LEDs) and high-sensitivity Photo-Diodes (PD), the VLC con- 46
cept appears to be especially promising in the small-cell 47
family of the 5G era [12]. By modulating the visible light 48
produced by the LEDs way above the human eye’s fusion 49
frequency, the dual goal of communication and illumination 50
can be realised simultaneously. The pioneering implementa- 51
tion of VLC using LEDs was carried out by the Nakagawa 52
laboratory in 2004 [13], which stimulated significant research 53
attention. The link-level data rates of 100s of MBits/s have 54
been reported using state-of-the-art LEDs and photo-detectors 55
[14]. The modulation schemes have evolved from simple 56
pulse based modulation to more sophisticated Asymmetrically 57
Clipped/DC-biased Optical Orthogonal Frequency Division 58
Multiplexing (ACO/DCO-OFDM) [15], [16]. More ambitious 59
GBits/s targets have also been achieved with the aid of opti- 60
cal MIMO techniques [17] and by using advanced LEDs [18]. 61
Apart from these exciting link-level achievements, the system- 62
level study of VLC has also been developed for broadening its 63
scope beyond point-to-point applications [19]–[24]. 64
2) Motivation: However, most of the above-mentioned 65
VLC research aimed for increasing the attainable throughput, 66
whilst paying less attention to energy efficiency. In fact, LEDs 67
are primarily used for illumination, where typically a constant 68
DC power is provided to satisfy the illumination requirements 69
and to maintain sufficient forward biasing voltages across the 70
LEDs for communications. Hence, the additional communica- 71
tion function should not perturb the illumination requirements 72
nor should it violate the LEDs physical limits. Desirably, 73
the extra communication-related power consumption invested 74
should also be as low as possible, while maintaining a min- 75
imum required Quality of Service (QoS). This is also true 76
when no illumination is required during daytime. Hence, valu- 77
able research has been dedicated to link-level energy efficiency 78
focusing on brightness and dimming control with the aid of 79
both modulation-related [25], [26] and coding-related [27], [28] 80
techniques. However, there is no system-level investigation on 81
energy efficient VLC systems supporting multi-users, which 82
may require a radically new design approach. 83
When considering the attainable system-level energy effi- 84
ciency of a particular network, the specific structure of associat- 85
ing the users with the network plays a crucial role. As a result, 86
it has limited benefits to optimise the power consumption of 87
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an inefficient user-to-network association structure. Thanks to88
the flexibility in indoor VLC systems design [12], we advocate89
an amorphous user-to-network association structure for indoor90
VLC systems. To elaborate, in conventional structures, the cells91
are typically formed from a network-centric perspective, with-92
out taking into account the users’ positions, where the design93
flow is based on defining a cell constituted by one or more94
Access Points (APs) and then associating the users with it. In95
RF cellular systems having hundreds or thousands of random96
uniformly distributed users, the conventional structure may97
indeed be applicable. However, when considering an indoor98
VLC system supporting only a few dozen users, naively apply-99
ing the conventional structure may become inefficient, since the100
users are sporadic. Moreover, in VLC systems, the number of101
APs may be higher than the number of users, creating an ultra102
dense AP deployment. Hence, we propose Amorphous Cells103
(A-Cells) from a user-centric point of view by considering the104
users’ positions, where the design flow is based on grouping the105
users together and then associating the APs with them, resulting106
in irregular shape cells.107
3) Scope: We design an energy efficient indoor VLC system108
relying on an amorphous structure under practical optical con-109
straints by considering three interlinked design aspects, namely110
the cell formation, the link-level transmission and the system-111
level power allocation. Logically, the cell formation strategy112
determines the specific association between the APs and users,113
while the transmission strategy and the power allocation jointly114
determine the signal strength and the amount of interference.115
Explicitly,116
• we propose two A-Cells formation techniques, namely the117
edge-distance and centroid-distance based A-Cells. The118
beneficial construction of A-Cells constitutes the basis of119
a structurally energy efficient indoor VLC system;120
• we propose a new link-level transmission scheme121
by amalgamating the ACO-OFDM and our Vector122
Transmission (VT) and Combined Transmission (CT)123
based Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) transmission124
of [12];125
• we propose an efficient low-complexity algorithm for126
maximising the system-level energy efficiency employing127
the advocated link-level transmission scheme associated128
with the proposed A-Cells.129
Our paper is organised as follows. In Section II-A, we130
embark on designing the proposed amorphous structure, while131
in Section II-B, we discuss the transmission schemes employed132
and finally we perform system optimisation in Section II-C.133
The achievable performance of our design is characterised in134
Section III and we close in Section IV.135
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION136
Consider an indoor VLC environment having N APs uni-137
formly installed on the ceiling, where each AP is constituted138
by an array of L LEDs pointing vertically downwards. These139
APs will be used for communicating with K users and at the140
same time for providing illumination. As discussed before, sup-141
porting wireless communications should not violate the main142
illumination requirements and should obey the LEDs physical143
limits. Hence, the communications-related power investment 144
should be as low as possible in order to minimise the perturba- 145
tions imposed on the lightening function, while maintaining a 146
minimum required QoS. This leads to communications-related 147
energy efficiency maximisation as 148
max
F,T,P
ft (F,T,P)/ f p(F,T,P), (1)
where ft (·) represents the achievable throughput, which is a 149
function of the cell formation strategy F, of the link-level trans- Q1150
mission strategy T and of the power allocation strategy P. 151
Furthermore, f p(·) represents the power consumption, which 152
is also a function of F, T and P. Since F and T are potentially 153
enumerable, we can reformulate (1) given F and T as1. 154
max
P
ft |F,T(P)/ f p|F,T(P). (2)
To adopt a clear structure, we will elaborate 1) on the cell 155
formation strategy in Section II-A by describing the channel 156
characteristics in Section II-A1, then introducing the moti- 157
vation of A-Cells in Section II-A2 and finally detailing the 158
construction of A-Cells in Section II-A3; 2) on the transmission 159
strategy in Section II-B by introducing ACO-OFDM and MISO 160
transmission in Section II-B1 and Section II-B2 respectively, 161
and then introducing the optical constraints in Section II-B3; 162
3) on the power allocation strategy in Section II-C by out- 163
lining our problem formulation, transformation and simpli- 164
fication in Section II-C1, Section II-C2 and Section II-C3, 165
respectively. 166
A. Amorphous Structure 167
Fixing F in (1) not only reduces the complexity of the prob- 168
lem, but also constitutes a logically appealing arrangement, 169
since cell formation is the pivotal system design stage. 170
1) Channel Characteristics: Before introducing the cell 171
formation strategy, a brief description of the VLC channel char- 172
acteristics is essential. The optical channel between the kth user 173
and the nth AP is constituted by both the direct Line-of-Sight 174
(LoS) component h0k,n and its reflections, but we only consider 175
the first reflection h1k,n , since higher-order indirect reflections 176
are typically negligible. Specifically, the LoS component is 177
given by [13] 178
h0k,n =
(mL + 1)AP D
2πd2
cosmL (θ) cos(ψ) fo f (ψ) foc(ψ), (3)
where the Lambert index mL = −1/ log2
[
cos(φ1/2)
]
depends 179
on the semi-angle φ1/2 at half-illumination of the source. AP D 180
is the physical area of the PD receiver, d is the distance between 181
the kth user and the nth AP, θ is the angle of irradiance from the 182
nth AP and ψ is the angle of incidence at the kth user. Still refer- 183
ring to (3), fo f (ψ) and foc(ψ) denote the gain of the optical 184
1Re-evaluating (2) upon the change of cell formation and transmission strat-
egy would impose an excessive complexity. Fortunately, indoor VLC systems
typically have low-mobility. Hence, updating (2) semi-adaptively, not instan-
taneously, strikes a comprise, although the optimal updating frequency is
application-specific. However, these interesting points are out of our scope.
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filter and of the optical concentrator employed, respectively.185
Furthermore, foc(ψ) can be written as186
foc(ψ) = n2r / sin2(ψ), ψ ≤ ψF ; foc(ψ) = 0, ψ > ψF , (4)
where ψF represents half of the receiver’s Field-of-View (FoV)187
and nr is the refractive index of a lens at a PD receiver. By188
contrast, the first reflected component is given by [13]189
h1k,n =
∑
v
∑
τ
ρr Ar d2
d2v,τ,1d
2
v,τ,2
cos(αv,τ ) cos(βv,τ )h0k,n, (5)
where dv,τ,1 is the distance between the nth AP and the (v, τ )th190
reflection point, while dv,τ,2 is the distance between the (v, τ )th191
reflection point and the kth user. Furthermore, αv,τ and βv,τ192
denote the angle of incidence for the incoming light and the193
angle of irradiance for the outgoing light at the (v, τ )th reflec-194
tion point, having a tiny area of Ar and a reflectance factor of195
ρr . Furthermore, the pair of summations in (5) represent all196
the reflections from the walls. Finally, the aggregated chan-197
nel between the kth user and the nth AP is given by hk,n =198
h0k,n + h1k,n , where we assumed single-tap channel response. In199
the following, we use only the LoS component for constructing200
the A-Cells, but we will use the aggregated channel for the rest201
of our design.202
2) Motivation of A-Cells: Fig. 1 portrays the conventional203
structure (left) and the amorphous structure (right) for a 15 m ×204
15 m indoor VLC system having 8 × 8 APs (marked by205
squares) and 20 users (marked by circles) under three typical206
scenarios (same, more and less number of cells), where the207
users’ positions are drawn from a uniform random distribution,208
whilst employing the parameters of Table I. Owing to space-209
limitations, in Fig. 1 we only show the edge-distance based210
A-Cells having a predefined distance threshold of d0 = 3.5 m.211
Conventional cells typically have a fixed shape. For example,212
we may partition the 15 m × 15 m indoor environment into four213
square-shaped cells having (4 × 4) = 16 APs per cell, where214
the users are associated with cells depending on the users’ posi-215
tions relative to the square-shaped boundary amongst the cells.216
Within each cell, we may switch off the communications func-217
tion of the specific APs having no LoS links to the users in their218
vicinity (indicated by hollow small squares), since improving219
the energy efficiency is our goal. The related examples may be220
seen in the left of Fig. 1, where we refer to this bench-marker221
as ‘S16’. Similarly, we also have the special bench-marker of222
‘S1’, which represents the scenario of using each AP to create223
an individual cell and again, the idle mode is used for those224
APs, which have no LoS links to the users in order to save225
energy [29].226
A common observation concerning the conventional arrange-227
ment ‘S16’ in the left of Fig. 1 is that the resultant cells are228
all constrained within the four partitioned areas. However, this229
arrangement may not be the most appropriate. For example, in230
the southwest cell of Fig. 1a, the ‘boundary user’ ‘A’ is clearly231
far from user ‘C’ in the same cell, but it is more close to user ‘B’232
in the neighbouring cell. Hence, there might be a tendency for233
user ‘A’ to separate from user ‘C’ and to join user ‘B’, as seen in234
Fig. 1b of A-Cells. This is also true for the ‘boundary user’ ‘D’235
in the northeast cell of Fig. 1a, since it is more close to the users236
Fig. 1. Illustration of the conventional (left) and the amorphous structure (right)
for VLC indoor systems.
located in the southeast cell, than to the rest of the distant users 237
in the same cell. More examples are shown in Fig. 1c, where 238
two clusters of boundary users highlighted by ellipses join A- 239
Cells of Fig. 1d. In addition to a different user-to-network asso- 240
ciation, the status of APs is also different, where for example, 241
APs (‘a’,‘b’,‘c’) were switched from idle mode in conventional 242
cells of Fig. 1a to become active in the A-Cell of Fig. 1b, since 243
they have LoS connections to the associated users. Hence, the 244
proposed A-Cells are capable of breaking boundaries, lead- 245
ing to a higher and a lower number of A-Cells in Fig. 1d 246
and Fig. 1f. 247
3) Construction of A-Cells: Let us first introduce some
Q2
248
common notations. We let C be the specific set hosting all cells, 249
where for the cth cell Cc, we have |Nc| APs hosted in the setNc 250
serving |Kc| users of the set Kc, with | · | being the cardinality 251
of a set. Note that these notations are in generic sense, includ- 252
ing both conventional cells and A-Cells. We are now ready to 253
discuss the construction of A-Cells. 254
We firstly construct a full user-to-network association matrix 255
M f having K rows and N columns corresponding to K users 256
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TABLE I
LIST OF PARAMETERS
and N APs2. The [k, n]th entry of M f is set to the LoS channel257
h0k,n . We then carry out AP anchoring as follows:258
1) Initialise user-to-network association matrix M = M f .259
2) Find the best user-AP pair [k∗, n∗] having the strongest260
LoS channel amongst all entries of M and then collect the261
best user-index k∗ in k∗.262
3) Set all entries in the k∗th row and in the n∗th column263
of M to zero in order to exclude them from further264
consideration throughout the AP anchoring process.265
4) If there are still positive entries in M, we repeat this266
process from Step 2. Otherwise, we output M as the267
sub-matrix of M f constituted by all rows from k∗.268
The objective of AP anchoring is to have exclusive user-AP269
pairs ensuring that each of those users in k∗ will be served at270
least by its own anchor AP. Those users who have not found271
their anchor APs will be scheduled during the next anchoring272
round, however scheduling is beyond our current scope.273
Having the user-to-network association matrix M, the dis-274
tance based A-Cells are constructed, where the users are firstly275
grouped based on a pre-defined distance threshold d0 and then276
we select APs associated with those users3 as follows:277
1) Introduce the counter c, which is initialised as c = 1.278
2) We commence forming cell Cc by recruiting the first user,279
who has not been included in any cells. Hence, this user280
will be the only one in the set Kc and along with the281
2The availability of the full user-to-network association matrix rely on the
acquisition of channel knowledge at the AP side, which can be readily estimated
at the user side and then fed back to the AP at the cost of a modest overhead.
This is because the VLC channels are pre-dominantly static and the channel
knowledge can be characterised by a single attenuation factor.
3When constructing distance based A-Cells, the mutual distances between
users are required. After acquiring the channel knowledge, the distances
between users and APs can be inferred from (3). As a result, classical posi-
tioning may be used for determining the users’ positions. Hence, the mutual
distances between users can be readily calculated.
Algorithm 1. Distance based A-Cells
1: initialise c = 1, K0 = ∅
2: while M  0 do
3: k = {min k : k ∈ K0}, a = ∀n : M[k, n] > 0}
4: Cc : {Kc = {k},Nc = {a}},K◦c = ∅
5: while Kc = K◦c do
6: K◦c = Kc, K0 = K0 ∪Kc
7: k∗ = arg mink ∈K0 D(k,Cc)
8: if D(k∗,Cc) ≤ d0 then
9: b = ∀n : M[k∗, n] > 0}
10: Cc : {Kc = Kc ∪ k∗, Nc = Nc ∪ b}
11: end if
12: end while
13: M[Kc, :] = 0, c = c + 1
14: end while
15: for all n ∈ N1 ∪N2 · · · ∪N|C| do
16: c∗ = arg max∀c{maxk∈Kc h0k,n}
17: Nc = Nc \ n, for all c = c∗
18: end for
associated AP set Nc containing all the APs providing 282
LoS connections to the first user. 283
3) Recruit another user from the set of hitherto unas- 284
signed users, who has the smallest distance from the 285
edge/centroid of the cell Cc, provided that their distance is 286
shorter than d0. In this step, the edge of the cell is charac- 287
terised by connecting its containing users’ positions. We 288
then update cell Cc, which results in the expanded set of 289
Kc and Nc. 290
4) We repeat Step 3 until no additional users can be grouped. 291
As a result, we completed the update of cell Cc, which 292
resulted in the final set of Kc and Nc. 293
5) Set all entries of the association matrix M associated with 294
the users in Kc to zero. If there are still positive entries in 295
M, we increment c and repeat from Step 2. 296
Upon the completion of user grouping, we have to resolve the 297
associated AP ambiguity, since some cells may have conflicting 298
AP assignments. In those cases, any ambiguously assigned AP 299
n is exclusively included in the c∗th cell containing those users 300
to whom the ambiguously assigned AP n has the strongest LoS 301
connection. Finally, note that the entire set of APs Na involved 302
in the ultimately constructed cells, namelyNa = N1 ∪N2 · · · ∪ 303
N|C|, constitutes a subset of whole set of available APs in the 304
room. For those unassigned APs in N¯a , no communications are 305
activated. To ease understanding, we include the pseudo-code in 306
Algorithm 1. Regarding the complexity imposed, the first step 307
of AP anchoring requires only an order of O(K ) operations and 308
an order of O(K N log(K N )) for finding the best user-AP pair. 309
Furthermore, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is linear within the 310
range of [O(K 2),O(K 3)] owing to its hierarchical algorithmic 311
structure. 312
B. Link-level Transmission 313
Let us now discuss the transmission strategy relying on the 314
amalgamation of ACO-OFDM and MISO transmission. Our 315
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forthcoming elaborations are equally applicable both to the316
conventional cells and to the proposed A-Cells.317
1) ACO-OFDM: We first consider the downlink ACO-318
OFDM transmission from the nth AP n ∈ Nc to the kth user319
k ∈ Kc in the cth cell Cc. Let Ns represent the number of320
ACO-OFDM sub-channels and let sn ∈ CNs/4 represent the321
Frequency Domain (FD) information-bearing symbol vector322
transmitted from the nth AP. Then the resultant ACO-OFDM323
symbol vector s fn ∈ CNs is constituted by the odd sub-channel324
entries of zero and the even sub-channel entries of325
s
f
n [m] =
{
sn[m/2] if m ≤ Ns/2 and is even
s
conj
n [ Ns−m+22 ] if m > Ns/2 and is even.
(6)
It becomes plausible that the ACO-OFDM mapping of (6)326
obeys the Hermitian symmetry property, which allows us to327
create real-valued Time Domain (TD) signal samples stn ∈ RNs328
after the classic IFFT operation. Since the odd-indexed FD sub-329
channels are set to zero in the specific ACO-OFDM mapping330
of (6), the first-half of the TD signal samples are copied to the331
second-half of the TD signal samples, albeit with their signs332
flipped. As a result, the TD signal samples can be conveyed with333
all the negative parts clipped at zero. The clipping-distortion334
imposed by the removal of the negative amplitudes only occurs335
at the odd-indexed FD sub-channels carrying no data and hence336
can be ignored, despite the fact that the amplitude of the TD337
signal samples is halved.338
The clipped positive and real-valued TD signal samples s˜tn ∈339
R
Ns+ in conjunction with the DC-bias current are then forwarded340
to the LEDs, where the TD signal envelope is used for modu-341
lating the intensity of the LEDs. To elaborate a little further,342
the clipped TD signal samples s˜tn obey the clipped Gaussian343
distribution with a parameter of σstn . Hence, the average opti-344
cal power of the TD signal samples s˜tn is P◦ = σstn /
√
2π and345
the total radiated optical power plus DC is P = Pdc + P◦.346
Correspondingly, the average electronic power of the TD sig-347
nal samples stn is Pet = σ 2stn , while the average electronic power348
of the FD ACO-OFDM symbol vector associated with its349
even-order half is Pef = 2Pet .350
The kth user’s receiver is comprised of a PD and a trans-351
impedance amplifier. After the removal of DC component and352
followed by direct detection relying on the Optical to Electrical353
(O/E) conversion factor of γ , the discrete-time model of the354
received FD symbol vector yk ∈ CNs after FFT becomes355
yk = (γ /2)diag[h]s fn + Ik + wk, (7)
where h ∈ RNs hosts the FD channel responses. Since the356
ACO-OFDM VLC channels can be safely considered as being357
non-dispersive for a bandwidth B upto 20 MHz [30], each entry358
of h becomes a single-tap gain factor hk,n4. Furthermore, Ik ∈359
C
Ns denotes the interference imposed on the kth user. Finally,360
wk ∈ CNs represents the noise vector accounting for both the361
shot noise and the thermal noise at the receiver, which can be362
4We consider white LEDs constructed by using blue LEDs having a phos-
phor layer, which have a typical bandwidth of 20 MHz. This is achievable if
a blue filter is used at the receiver side. Our methodology is also eminently
applicable, when LEDs with ≥100 MHz bandwidth become available.
modelled as zero-mean complex-valued AWGN with a vari- 363
ance of σ 2 = N0 B, where N0 ≈ 10−22 A2/Hz [14]. Extracting 364
the information-bearing sub-channels from yk , for each m ∈ 365
{2, 4, . . . , Ns/2} we have, 366
yk[m] = (γ /2)hk,ns fn [m] + Ik[m] + wk[m]. (8)
Remark II-B1: Energy efficiency maximisation of conven- 367
tional RF systems typically relies on Shannon’s capacity 368
expression for ft (·) in (2), assuming Gaussian-distributed 369
signalling. However, optical systems relying on Intensity 370
Modulation/Direct Detection (IM/DD) can only have real- 371
valued positive signals. Unfortunately, there is a lack of exact 372
capacity expressions for optical systems, despite the existence 373
of various forms of capacity bounds [31]. Hence, we con- 374
sider ACO-OFDM, since it is a widely used optical modulation 375
scheme exhibiting a higher power efficiency than DCO-OFDM, 376
which allows us to derive an analytically tractable capacity 377
expression [32], [33] for our energy efficiency maximisation 378
problem to be discussed in Section II-C. Suffice to say that, the 379
capacity expression of DCO-OFDM has to take into consider- 380
ation the non-linear clipping distortion effects [33], which are 381
hence set aside for our future research. 382
2) MISO Transmission: Having discussed the above point- 383
to-point scenario, let us now discuss the multi-user scenario. 384
For the cth cell having |Nc| APs and |Kc| users, the equivalent 385
physical layer may be modelled as a multi-user MISO system 386
for |Kc| > 1 or as a single-user MISO system for |Kc| = 1. 387
In the former case, we employ VT based on Zero Forcing 388
(ZF) Transmit Pre-Coding (TPC) for eliminating the inter-user- 389
interference within the cth cell, while for the latter case, we 390
employ CT for maximising the received signal power. 391
When |Kc| = 1, CT is employed, where we transmit the 392
same signal s fn [m] = xk0 [m] from all n ∈ Nc APs to the only 393
user k0 ∈ Kc. The signals arriving at the k0th receiver can be 394
constructively combined, since all the channels emerging from 395
all Nc APs to the user k0 are positive. Hence, for the mth sub- 396
channel m ∈ {2, 4, . . . , Ns/2}, we have the single-user MISO 397
expression of (8) written as 398
yk0 [m] = (γ /2)
∑
n∈Nc
hk0,nctn xk0 [m] + Ik0 [m] + wk0 [m], (9)
where we set normalised electronic power of xk0 [m] being unity 399
and let ctn =
√
2Pctc,n with Pctc,n to be optimised. By contrast, 400
for |Kc| > 1, VT is employed. For the mth sub-channel m ∈ 401
{2, 4, . . . , Ns/2}, we have the multi-user MISO expression of 402
(8) written as 403
y[m] = (γ /2)Hs f [m] + I[m] + w[m], (10)
where y[m] ∈ C|Kc| is the received FD symbol vector of all the 404
|Kc| users in the cth cell on the mth sub-channel, while s f [m] ∈ 405
C
|Nc| is the FD symbol vector transmitted from all |Nc| APs in 406
the cth cell on the mth sub-channel. Finally, H ∈ R|Kc|×|Nc| 407
is the channel between the |Kc| users and the |Nc| APs, while 408
I[m] ∈ C|Kc| is the inter-cell-interference imposed on all |Kc| 409
users in the cth cell on the mth sub-channel. To eliminate the 410
inter-user-interference, we employ TPC, which is formulated 411
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as s f [m] = Gx[m], where x[m] ∈ C|Kc| is the multi-user FD412
symbol vector and the ZF precoding G ∈ R|Nc|×|Kc| is explic-413
itly formulated as G = H†, which is the pseudo-inverse of H.414
Hence, (10) can be decomposed into |Kc| parallel streams and415
for any k ∈ Kc, yielding416
yk[m] = (γ /2)vtk xk[m] + Ik[m] + wk[m], (11)
where we set normalised electronic power of xk[m] being unity417
and let vtk =
√
2Pvtc,k with P
vt
c,k to be optimised.418
Remark II-B2: It is natural to consider multi-user MISO419
transmission in VLC systems using VT to eliminate the inter-420
user-interference. The roots of VT are in the celebrated results421
of information theory, where Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) is422
found to be capable of achieving the broadcast channel’s423
capacity [34]. Owing to its non-linear complex nature of imple-424
menting DPC, the low-complexity ZF constitutes a popular425
alternative, which was shown to exhibit a negligible perfor-426
mance loss compared to DPC in the high Signal to Noise427
Ratio (SNR) regime, when the number of APs is larger than428
the number of users [35]. Hence, this important theoretical429
finding benefits directly a range of modern communications430
systems. For example, the concept of VT is similar to the suc-431
cessful employment of ‘vectoring’ in the state-of-the-art Digital432
Subscriber Line (DSL) based G.fast system invoked for coping433
with the crosstalk between twisted pairs. This operation is also434
reminiscent of the concept of the Coordinated Multiple Point435
(CoMP) transmission regime of classic RF cellular communi-436
cations conceived for mitigating the inter-cell-interference at437
the cell edge [36]. In practice, to facilitate VT from |Nc| APs438
to |Kc| users, both the channel matrix H and the users’ data439
x[m] have to be shared amongst the |Nc| APs. Fortunately, this440
requirement can be satisfied, since the VLC channels are pre-441
predominately static, while the sharing of all users’ data x[m]442
requires a more capable back-haul.443
3) Optical Constraints: Typically, the forward current of444
the DC-biased and clipped TD signal samples should be within445
the LED’s dynamic range [30]. Since the total radiated opti-446
cal power is directly proportional to the forward current, we447
describe the optical constraints in terms of their optical power.448
The total optical power radiated from an AP should satisfy449
the per-LED dynamic range of Pmin ≤ P/L ≤ Pmax , where we450
assume that each of the L LEDs constituting an AP emits the451
same optical power. For example, a practical dynamic range452
of a Vishay TSHG8200 LED is between Pmin = 5 mW and453
Pmax = 50 mW at room temperature. For satisfying a pre-454
defined illumination requirement constituted by the minimum455
illumination Imin , the maximum illumination Imax and the aver-456
age illumination Iavg , we find the minimum required optical457
power Pillumin by solving the problem of458
Pillumin = min P s.t. (12)
min
μ∈[1,K p]
N∑
n=1
hilluμ,n P ≥ Imin, max
μ∈[1,K p]
N∑
n=1
hilluμ,n P ≤ Imax ,
I−avg ≤
1
K p
K p∑
μ=1
N∑
n=1
hilluμ,n P ≤ I+avg, Pmin ≤ P/L ≤ Pmax ,
where I+avg and I−avg denote the ±5% of Iavg . Furthermore, hilluμ,n 459
denotes the luminous flux of the unit optical power provided 460
by the nth AP at the μth point of the K p equally partitioned 461
receiver plane, which is given as 462
hilluμ,n =
(mL + 1)
2πd2δ
cosmL (θ) cos(ψ), (13)
where δ denotes the optical power to luminous flux conversion 463
factor [14]. Similarly, we also find the maximum optical power 464
Pillumax = max P capable of satisfying the constraints of (12). 465
Note that having predefined illumination requirements also pre- 466
vents the saturation of the PD receiver, hence we assume the 467
absence of any further clipping at the receiver. As a result, 468
by taking into account both the illumination requirements and 469
LED’s physical limits, we have the optical constraint of 470
max{Pillumin , Pmin} ≤ P/L ≤ min{Pillumax , Pmax }. (14)
In this paper, we fix the DC-bias component5 and assume 471
only negative clipping is incurred by our ACO-OFDM scheme, 472
because we can always set an appropriate margin for prevent- 473
ing upper clipping imposed by the high Peak to Average Power 474
Ratio (PAPR) of ACO-OFDM TD signal samples by control- 475
ling the maximum ptical output power. More explicitly, to 476
avoid insufficient forward biasing, we set the DC-bias com- 477
ponent to be at least as high as the minimum optical power 478
required for satisfying the LED’s dynamic range. On the other 479
hand, we also adjust the DC-bias component to ‘just’ sat- 480
isfy the predefined illumination requirement. Hence, we have 481
Pdc/L = max{Pillumin , Pmin} and the optical requirement of (14) 482
becomes 0 ≤ P◦/L ≤ P◦max , where 483
P◦max = min{Pillumax , Pmax } − max{Pillumin , Pmin}, (15)
represents the maximum tolerable additional optical power 484
of each LED, so that the communication function would not 485
violate the illumination and LED instrument requirements. 486
C. System-Level Optimisation 487
Let us now discuss the system-level energy efficiency max- 488
imisation. Our forthcoming elaborations are equally applicable 489
both to the conventional cells and to the proposed A-Cells. 490
1) Formulation: Let us formulate our energy efficiency 491
maximisation problem by defining system’s mean energy effi- 492
ciency on a per-cell basis as 493
max
P
EE = 1|C|
∑
c
EEc(P), (16)
We may also define a global energy efficiency as the sum 494
throughput of all cells divided by the total power consump- 495
tion of all cells, where a centralised approach has to be used. 496
By contrast, the per-cell basis definition of (16) supports a 497
5We fix the DC-biasing by focusing our attention on the communications-
related energy efficiency maximisation, despite the possibility of adaptive
signal scaling and DC biasing [37]. Note that, when DCO-OFDM is considered,
optimising the DC-bias component becomes critical [30].
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more scalable and efficient distributed approach. Since |C|498
is a constant, (16) can be solved equivalently by optimising499
maxP
∑
c EEc(P), explicitly500
max
P
∑
c∈Cvt
f vtt,c(P)
f vtp,c(Pvtc )
+
∑
c∈Cct
f ctt,c(P)
f ctp,c(Pctc )
s.t. C1, C2, (17)
where Cvt and Cct are the sets hosting the specific cells that501
employ VT and CT, respectively. Furthermore, we have P =502 {
Pvt ; Pct} acting as the power allocation strategy, which is con-503
stituted by that of all VT-aided cells Pvt = {Pvtc ,∀c ∈ Cvt} and504
all CT-aided cells Pct = {Pctc ,∀c ∈ Cvt}, where Pvtc and Pctc are505
the power allocation strategy for the cth cell using VT and CT,506
respectively. By scrutinising (17), we find that only those cells507
in Cvt and Cct are included in our optimisation. This implies that508
those APs, which are not included in Cvt and Cct , are switched509
into their idle mode.510
Still referring to (17), since ACO-OFDM is employed, we511
can assume Gaussian signalling for xk[m] in (11) and for xk0 [m]512
in (9). Hence, we arrive at513
f vtt,c(P) =
∑
k∈Kc
κ log2
[
1 + (γ
2/2)Pvtc,k
σ 2 + Ic,k(Pvtc¯ , Pct )
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
f vtt,c,k(Pvtc,k ,Pvtc¯ ,Pct )
, (18)
f ctt,c(P) = κ log2
[
1 + (γ
2/2)
(∑
n∈Nc hk0,n
√
Pctc,n
)2
σ 2 + Ic,k0(Pctc¯ , Pvt )
]
, (19)
where κ = (1 − p)B/4 is a constant, with the factor of 4 repre-514
senting the bandwidth efficiency loss owing to the employment515
of ACO-OFDM having a bandwidth of B and p denoting the516
blocking probability. Furthermore, Ic,k(·) denotes the interfer-517
ence imposed on the kth user in the cth VT-aided cell, while518
Ic,k0(·) denotes the interference imposed on the only user k0 in519
the cth CT-aided cell. In (18) and (19), Pvtc¯ and Pctc¯ represent520
the power allocation excluding the cth cell from all VT-aided521
and CT-aided cells, respectively, which are used for evaluat-522
ing the interference terms Ic,k(·) and Ic,k0(·). Finally, since the523
DC-bias component is fixed for illumination, we consider the524
communications-related power consumption in the electronic525
domain, which may be written as526
f vtp,c(Pc) =
∑
n∈Nc
∑
k∈Kc
g2n,k P
vt
c,k, (20)
f ctp,c(Pc) =
∑
n∈Nc
Pctc,n, (21)
where gn,k is the [n, k]th entry of the TPC matrix G6.527
Furthermore, as far as the optimisation constraints are528
6We only consider transmission power as our source of power consump-
tion in (20) and (21). In our future work, other sources of power consumption,
such as the signal processing costs, back-haul power consumption etc would
be desired to paint the whole picture in terms of the entire network power con-
sumption [29]. However, at the time of writing, quantifying the network power
consumption for VLC systems remains an open issue, since integrating it with
a certain VLC back-haul requires dedicated treatment.
concerned, we impose the per-LED optical power constraint 529
pair C1 of 530
1
L
√∑
k∈Kc
g2n,k P
vt
c,k/2π ≤ P◦max ∀n ∈ Nc,∀c ∈ Cvt , (22)
1
L
√
Pctc,n/2π ≤ P◦max ∀n ∈ Nc,∀c ∈ Cct . (23)
We also impose the per-user throughput constraint pair C2 for 531
guaranteeing a minimum required QoS as 532
f vtt,c,k(Pvtc,k, Pvtc¯ , Pct ) ≥ R ∀k ∈ Kc,∀c ∈ Cvt , (24)
f ctt,c(P) ≥ R ∀c ∈ Cct . (25)
Note that neglecting the per-user throughput constraint pair C2 533
by unilaterally maximising the energy efficiency results in an 534
ill-defined problem, since the user QoS target is ignored. 535
2) Transformation: The objective function defined in (17) 536
is complex due to the coupled nature of the power allocation 537
strategy. Hence, we opt for decoupling the original problem 538
formulated in (17) so as to allow efficient distributed process- 539
ing. More explicitly, instead of evaluating the true interference 540
term of (18) and (19), we consider the interference upper bound 541
by assuming that all other cells transmit at their maximum 542
permissible optical power. This implies that we carry out guar- 543
anteed energy efficiency maximisation. More specifically, we 544
use constant Ic,k(P◦max ) to represent the maximum possible 545
interference imposed on the kth user in the cth VT-aided cell, 546
which is written as 547
Ic,k(P◦max ) = γ 2π
∑
c˜∈C,c˜ =c
∑
n∈Nc˜
h2k,n
(
L P◦max
)2
. (26)
Similarly, by replacing k = k0 in (26), we have Ic,k0(P◦max ) rep- 548
resenting the maximum possible interference imposed on the 549
only user k0 in the cth CT-aided cell. Correspondingly, we can 550
reformulate the lower bound of (18) and (19) as 551
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc ) = f vtt,c(P){Ic,k (Pvtc¯ ,Pct )→Ic,k (P◦max ),∀k∈Kc}, (27)
f ct,lt,c (Pctc ) = f ctt,c(P){Ic,k0 (Pctc¯ ,Pvt )→Ic,k0 (P◦max )}. (28)
It is plausible that (27) and (28) become only the function of 552
the power allocation strategy of the cth cell, which is decoupled 553
from other cells. Furthermore, since the composition in (19) or 554
in its lower bound expression of (28) results in a non-concave 555
function, we rely on the lower bounding of (28) in order to 556
arrive at the concave formulation of 557
f ct,llt,c (Pctc ) = κ log2
[
1 + (γ
2/2)
∑
n∈Nc h
2
k0,n P
ct
c,n
σ 2 + Ic,k0(P◦max )
]
. (29)
Upon taking into account (27) and (29), we arrive at the new 558
constraint pair C2 formulated as 559
f vt,lt,c,k(Pvtc,k) ≥ R ∀k ∈ Kc,∀c ∈ Cvt , (30)
f ct,llt,c (Pctc ) ≥ R ∀c ∈ Cct . (31)
Clearly, this new constraint pair is more strict than the origi- 560
nal constraint pair of (24) and (25). Lastly, the constraint pair 561
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C1 remains the same, as in (22) and (23). Following the above562
transformation, the decoupled energy efficiency maximisation563
problem becomes564
max
P
∑
c∈Cvt
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc )
f vtp,c(Pctc )
+
∑
c∈Cct
f ct,llt,c (Pctc )
f ctp,c(Pctc )
(32)
s.t. (22), (23), (30), (31).
Hence, the problem formulated in (32) can be solved in form of565
|C| parallel sub-problems, where we have566
max
Pvtc
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc )
f vtp,c(Pvtc )
s.t. (22), (30) ∀c ∈ Cvt , (33)
max
Pctc
f ct,llt,c (Pctc )
f ctp,c(Pctc )
s.t. (23), (31) ∀c ∈ Cct . (34)
Both (33) and (34) constitute fractional programming problems,567
which may be solved using Dinkelbach’s method [38] by iter-568
atively optimise the subtractive form of (33) and (34). More569
explicitly, for a particular c ∈ Cvt , the procedures are570
1) Introduce the parameter tvtc,i with i being the iteration571
index and initialise the parameter as tvtc,1 = 0.572
2) At each iteration i , solve the inner optimisation problem573
of the subtractive form of (33), namely574
max
Pvtc
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc ) − tvtc,i f vtp,c(Pvtc ) s.t. (22), (30).
Since the above inner optimisation problem is a concave575
maximisation problem, the classic dual-decomposition576
method yields a zero duality gap and hence achieves577
optimality. Owing to its popularity in solving convex578
problems, we refer readers for further details to [39].579
3) Let Pvt,∗c denote the optimal solutions found for the inner580
optimisation problem, if we have581
f vt,lt,c (Pvt,∗c ) − tvtc,i f vtp,c(Pvt,∗c ) ≤ ζ, (35)
then the pre-defined convergence threshold ζ is sat-582
isfied, where Pvt,∗c constitutes the ultimate solution.583
Alternatively, if the maximum number of iterations ς584
is reached, we output Pvt,∗c as the ultimate solution.585
Otherwise, we update the parameters according to586
tvtc,i+1 = f vt,lt,c (Pvt,∗c )/ f vtp,c(Pvt,∗c ), (36)
and repeat Steps 2 and 3.587
The above procedures, referred to as the baseline algorithm7,588
can be also used for the energy efficiency maximisation of (34)589
for CT-aided cells and we do not duplicate it here.590
3) Simplification: The baseline algorithm requires a num-591
ber of iterations to converge, where within each iteration, the592
classic dual-decomposition method invoked, again, requires593
encapsulated iterations to converge. Hence, we propose an algo-594
rithm, which dispenses with the above sophistication. For any595
7Other methods solving fractional programming, such as bisection and
Charnes-Cooper method, are also interesting but they are beyond our scope.
particular VT-aided cell c ∈ Cvt , we use the straightforward 596
equal power allocation strategy of 597
Pvtc,k = Pvtc ∀k ∈ Kc. (37)
To satisfy the constraint (30), we have 598
Pvtc,k ≥ (2R/κ − 1)[σ 2 + Ic,k(P◦max )]2/γ 2 = Pvt,lc,k , (38)
Pvtc ≥ maxk∈Kc P
vt,l
c,k = Pvt,lc , (39)
while to satisfy the constraint (22), we have 599
Pvtc ≤ 2π(L P◦max )2/
∑
k∈Kc
g2n,k = Pvt,uc . (40)
As a result, provided that Pvt,lc ≤ Pvt,uc , we have 600
Pvtc = Pvt,lc . (41)
The solution Pvtc in (41) ensures that even the least privi- 601
leged user kw = arg maxk∈Kc {Ic,k(P◦max )} satisfies the per-user 602
throughput constraint of (30). However, setting Pvtc for other 603
users may ‘over-satisfy’ their per-user throughput constraint 604
of (30), which leads to an energy efficiency loss. Hence, we 605
improve the above equal power allocation strategy as 606
1) Let K fc be the set hosting those users with fixed power 607
allocation strategies, which is initialised as K fc = {kw}. 608
Let Kpc be the complement set of K fc hosting those users 609
with adjustable power allocation strategies. Finally, we 610
initialise A = {Pvt
c,k∈Kc = Pvtc }. 611
2) For k ∈ Kpc , we reduce the power allocated from Pvtc,k = 612
Pvtc given in (41) to Pvtc,k = Pvt,lc,k given in (38). This will 613
result in the adjusted power allocation strategy of 614
Ak =
{
Pvtc,k = Pvt,lc,k ,k
}
, (42)
k =
{
Pvt
c, j∈K fc
= Pvt,lc, j , Pvtc,k˜∈Kpc ,k˜ =k = P
vt
c
}
. (43)
3) Repeating Step 2 for all users inKpc leads to |Kpc | adjusted 615
power allocation strategies {Ak, k ∈ Kpc }, where we find 616
the one gives the highest energy efficiency 617
kp = arg max
k∈Kpc
{ f vt,lt,c (Ak)/ f vtp,c(Ak)}. (44)
4) If we have 618
f vt,lt,c (Akp )/ f vtp,c(Akp ) ≥ f vt,lt,c (A)/ f vtp,c(A), (45)
then we include kp in K fc by excluding it from Kpc and 619
set A = Akp . Then we repeat the procedure commencing 620
from Step 2. The adjustment stops, when (45) is not met 621
and we output Pvt,∗c = A. 622
For any particular CT-aided cell c ∈ Cct , we use the equal 623
power allocation strategy, namely 624
Pctc,n = Pctc ∀n ∈ Nc. (46)
To satisfy the constraint (31), we have 625
Pctc ≥
(2R/κ − 1)[σ 2 + Ic,k0(Pmax )]
(γ 2/2)
∑
n∈Nc h
2
k0,n
= Pct,lc , (47)
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while to satisfy the constraint (23), we have626
Pctc ≤ 2π(L P◦max )2 = Pct,uc . (48)
As a result, provided that Pct,lc ≤ Pct,uc , we have627
Pctc = Pct,lc . (49)
Let us now adjust the equal power allocation strategy by turning628
off the communications function for those APs exhibiting high-629
attenuation channels, since blindly allocating power to it may630
lead to energy efficiency loss. More explicitly631
1) Let N0c and N1c be the set hosting the specific APs632
whose communication functions are turned off and turned633
on, respectively, where we have N0c = ∅ and N1c = Nc.634
Initialise A = {Pct
c,n∈Nc = Pctc }.635
2) Locate the weakest AP636
nw = arg min
n∈N1c
{hk0,n}, (50)
and include it in N0c by excluding it from N1c .637
3) Re-evaluate (47) and (48) usingN1c instead ofNc in order638
to get Pct,1c . Hence, we arrive at the new power allocation639
strategy of640
Anw = {Pctc,n∈N0c = 0, P
ct
c,n∈N1c = P
ct,1
c }. (51)
4) If we have641
f ct,llt,c (Anw)/ f ctp,c(Anw) ≥ f ct,llt,c (A)/ f ctp,c(A), (52)
we set A = Anw and repeat the above procedure, com-642
mencing from Step 2. The adjustments stop when (52)643
is not met and we output Pct,∗c = A.644
Remark II-C3: If no power adjustments are carried out, the645
algorithm proposed for the VT-aided or CT-aided cells only646
requires a one-off evaluation of (41) or (49), respectively.647
When adjustments are indeed required, the algorithm proposed648
requires at most |Kc| − 1 or |Nc| − 1 additional iterations for649
the VT-aided or CT-aided cells, respectively. Within each iter-650
ation, the dominant complexity component is only linearly651
increasing according to the order of O(Kpc ) or O(N1c) associ-652
ated with evaluating (44) or (50) for the VT-aided or CT-aided653
cells, respectively. To further aid the reader’s understanding, a654
flow chart is included in Fig. 2.655
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS656
Let us now provide simulation results for characterising the657
energy efficiency of the indoor VLC system relying on the658
amorphous structure. All our simulations are carried out for 100659
random independent snapshots of the user distributions using660
the parameters included in Table I.661
A. Comparisons662
For fair comparisons, in Fig. 3, the same transmission strat-663
egy is employed and the same baseline optimisation algorithm664
is applied for all the cell formation strategies involved, where665
we have set the minimum per-user throughput constraint to666
R = 15 MBits/s for our optimisation algorithm.667
Fig. 2. Flowcharts of the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 3. Energy efficiency per user comparisons of various cell formation strate-
gies (left) as well as between the edge and centroid-distance based A-Cells
(right) using the parameters of Table I.
1) Edge-Distance-Based A-Cells vs. Conventional Cells: 668
The left subplot of Fig. 3 compares the energy efficiency 669
per user between the conventional cells and the edge-distance 670
based A-Cells having 20 users (hollow) and 25 users (solid). 671
Explicitly, ‘E3.5’ stands for the edge-distance based A-Cells 672
having d0 = 3.5 m. This value of d0 was specifically selected to 673
result in an average number of cells, which is similar to that of 674
the bench-marker scenario ‘S16’. We also included the bench- 675
marker scenario ‘S1’ as introduced in Section II-A2. Since 676
similar trends may also be found for the centroid-distance based 677
A-Cells, we omit them for space economy. 678
It can be seen from the left subplot of Fig. 3 that, for both 679
20 users and 25 users, the edge-distance based A-Cells exhibit 680
a consistently higher energy efficiency per user than both the 681
conventional cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’, where the relative 682
energy efficiency becomes significantly greater upon increasing 683
the FoVs when experiencing more interference. Quantitatively, 684
when having 20 users, the edge-distance based A-Cells are 685
capable of achieving over 4 times (nearly 10 times) energy effi- 686
ciency per user than that of the bench-marker scenario ‘S1’ 687
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at FoV of 95◦ (of 100◦). Similarly, when compared to the688
bench-marker scenario ‘S16’, the edge-distance based A-Cells689
are capable of roughly doubling the energy efficiency per user690
at both FoVs of 95◦ and of 100◦. These observations imply691
that the advocated edge-distance based A-Cells are capable692
of handling scenarios having more interference. This is true693
upon slightly increasing the number of users from 20 to 25,694
where the edge-distance based A-Cells achieve overwhelm-695
ingly higher energy efficiency per user than both conventional696
cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’.697
Furthermore, we included the classic scheme of frequency698
reuse having a factor of two in conjunction with both the699
conventional cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’. It can be seen700
from the left subplot of Fig. 3 that the edge-distance based701
A-Cells exhibit a consistently higher energy efficiency per702
user than both the conventional cell formations relying on fre-703
quency reuse for all FoV settings and for both user settings.704
For all FoVs, as expected, the higher the number of users,705
the higher the energy efficiency per user of the edge-distance706
based A-Cells becomes in comparison to both conventional707
cell formations. Upon increasing the FoVs, the energy effi-708
ciency per user achieved by the edge-distance based A-Cells709
is reduced for both conventional cell formations as well as for710
both user settings, exhibiting a steeper reduction for the conven-711
tional cell formation ‘S1’. This is because, the higher the FoV,712
the more interference is encountered, hence frequency reuse713
becomes more beneficial. Despite this reduction, the energy714
efficiency per user achieved by the edge-distance based A-Cells715
remains at least three times higher when compared to that of716
the conventional cell formation ‘S1’ employing frequency reuse717
and supporting 20 users. To sum up, the edge-distance based718
A-Cells are significantly more energy efficient than both the719
conventional cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’ operating with or720
without frequency reuse.721
2) Edge-Distance vs. Centroid-Distance-Based A-Cells:722
Owing to the flexibility of the distance based A-Cells, we can723
appropriately configure them to provide a fair comparison. The724
right subplot of Fig. 3 compares the energy efficiency per user725
between the edge-distance (hollow) and the centroid-distance726
(solid) based A-Cells with the average number of A-Cells span-727
ning from 1 to 6. For the edge-distance based A-Cells, we728
evaluate d0 = [3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5], while for the centroid-distance729
based A-Cells, we evaluate d0 = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Note that the730
higher the value of d0, the smaller the average number of resul-731
tant A-Cells. It can be seen from the right subplot of Fig. 3 that732
the edge-distance based A-Cells exhibit a consistently higher733
energy efficiency per user than that of the centroid-distance734
based A-Cells for all resultant average number of A-Cells and735
for all FoVs, which shows the superiority of the edge-distance736
based A-Cells. Indeed, we observe that the superiority of the737
edge-distance based A-Cells is more prominent at higher FoVs738
for all resultant average number of A-Cells, while they become739
very similar at FoV of 80◦. Finally, at FoVs of 90◦ and of740
100◦, we observe that the superiority of edge-distance based741
A-Cells is greater when having a larger number of resultant A-742
Cells, whilst there are marginal differences when the number of743
A-Cells is small.744
Fig. 4. Energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells as a function
of the predefined edge-distance threshold (left) and of the LoS and reflected-
path blocking probability (right) using the parameters of Table I.
B. Details 745
We now provide detailed observations regarding the edge- 746
distance based A-Cells. In these investigations, we use our 747
baseline algorithm for optimisation. Since similar trends may 748
also be found for the centroid-distance based A-Cells, we omit 749
them for space economy. 750
1) Effect of Edge Distance: The left subplot of Fig. 4 shows 751
the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells 752
as a function of the predefined edge-distance threshold. It can 753
be seen from the left subplot of Fig. 4 that as expected, guaran- 754
teeing a higher per-user throughput incurs an energy efficiency 755
loss compared to requiring a lower per-user throughput for all 756
predefined edge-distance threshold settings and for both FoVs, 757
demonstrating that any throughput improvement requires extra 758
power to be invested8. Furthermore, for all throughput con- 759
straints and for all predefined edge-distance threshold settings, 760
having a higher FoV results in a consistently lower energy 761
efficiency per user than that of a lower FoV, since more inter- 762
ference is encountered and more APs are involved when having 763
a higher FoV. Finally, we observe that the higher the edge- 764
distance threshold, the higher the energy efficiency per user 765
becomes for all throughput constraints and for both FoVs. 766
However, at this stage, we are reluctant to claim the supe- 767
riority of setting towards higher edge-distance threshold for 768
the reasons discussed as follows. In principle, setting a lower 769
edge-distance threshold results into several decoupled A-Cells, 770
whilst having a higher edge-distance threshold results into a 771
few large A-Cells. In both settings, the total number of par- 772
ticipated APs remains similar under a given FoV. Having a 773
few large A-Cells creates a large-dimensional multi-user MISO 774
system. Hence, it is capable of more easily satisfying a given 775
throughput constraint than forming several decoupled A-Cells. 776
However, having a large-dimensional multi-user MISO system 777
will potentially incur additional signal processing costs, such as 778
8Different modulations incur different levels of energy investments. For
example, Color Shift Keying (CSK) relies on the LEDs’ color mapping
capability, instead of higher DC power, for achieving an increased data rate.
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the inversion of a large matrix at the distributed APs as required779
by the ZF based TPC. Also, sharing data amongst APs of large780
A-Cells may require more capable back-haul. Hence, network781
power consumption by additionally considering the signal pro-782
cessing costs and back-haul power consumption is required to783
determine the most appropriate edge-distance threshold.784
2) Effect of Blocking: The right subplot of Fig. 4 shows785
the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells786
associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of the LoS and787
reflected-path blocking probability. It can be seen from the right788
subplot of Fig. 4 that as expected, the higher the blocking prob-789
ability, the lower the energy efficiency per user becomes for all790
throughput constraints and for both FoVs. Furthermore, for all791
blocking probabilities and for both FoVs, the energy efficiency792
per user is higher for a lower throughput constraint than for a793
higher throughput constraint. We observe also that, the slope of794
the energy efficiency reduction per user is higher for a higher795
throughput constraint for both FoVs. Finally, for all throughput796
constraints and for all blocking probabilities, having a higher797
FoV results in a consistently lower energy efficiency per user798
than that of a lower FoV, since more interference is encoun-799
tered and more APs are involved when having a higher FoV.800
Note that, the blocking model considered here is independent of801
the FoVs, while we will consider a more realistic FoV-related802
blocking in the future.803
3) Effect of Imperfect Channel Knowledge: The left of804
Fig. 5 shows the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance805
based A-Cells associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of the806
error variance of imperfect channel knowledge at the distributed807
APs used for VT or CT. We assumed Gaussian distributed808
errors and as expected, the achievable energy efficiency per user809
degrades upon increasing the error variance for all throughput810
constraints and for both FoVs. Furthermore, for all error vari-811
ances and for both FoVs, the energy efficiency per user is higher812
for a lower throughput constraint than for a higher throughput813
constraint. Furthermore, for all throughput constraints and for814
all error variances, having a higher FoV results in a consistently815
lower energy efficiency per user than that of a lower FoV. These816
investigations imply the importance of having an accurate chan-817
nel knowledge, where a modest reduction may be observed in818
the left of Fig. 5 at an error variance of 0.2 for all throughput819
constraints and for both FoVs. Hence, a classic trade-off arises820
between reducing the error variance and investing extra cost,821
which will be set aside for our future work.822
4) Effect of User Density: The right subplot of Fig. 5 shows823
the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells824
associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of user density. It can825
be seen from the right subplot of Fig. 5 that as expected for all826
throughput constraints and for both FoVs, the higher the num-827
ber of users, the lower the energy efficiency per user becomes,828
since the interference becomes more pervasive and more num-829
ber of APs are involved. Importantly, the most substantial drop830
appears upon increasing the number of users from 10 to 20,831
followed by a less dramatic energy efficiency erosion per user832
beyond 20 users. Furthermore, for all user density settings and833
for both FoVs, the energy efficiency per user is higher for a834
lower throughput constraint than for a higher throughput con-835
straint. Finally, for all throughput constraints and for all user836
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Fig. 5. Energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells associated
with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of error variance (left) and energy efficiency
per user versus area spectral efficiency trade-offs (right) as a function of user
density using the parameters of Table I.
density settings, having a higher FoV results in a consistently 837
lower energy efficiency per user than that of a lower FoV, since 838
more interference is encountered and more APs are involved 839
when having a higher FoV. 840
5) Trade-Offs: The right subplot of Fig. 5 also shows the 841
Area Spectral Efficiency (ASE) for edge-distance based A- 842
Cells associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of user density. It 843
can be seen from the right subplot of Fig. 5 that as expected, for 844
all user density settings and for both FoVs, the ASE is higher 845
for a higher throughput constraint than for a lower throughput 846
constraint. Furthermore, for all throughput constraints and for 847
both FoVs, the higher the number of users, the higher the ASE 848
becomes. This is because the aggregated throughput is higher 849
for a higher number of users. However, the ASE improvement 850
seen in the right subplot of Fig. 5 is achieved at the cost of 851
sacrificing the energy efficiency per user. Achieving a higher 852
ASE at the cost of reducing the energy efficiency contradicts 853
to our original design objective. Similarly, for all throughput 854
constraints and for all user density settings, having a higher 855
FoV results in a slightly higher energy efficiency per user than 856
that of a lower FoV, again at the cost of sacrificing the energy 857
efficiency. Finally, we note that the ASE recorded in the right 858
subplot of Fig. 5 is not the maximum achievable ASE, since it 859
was evaluated under the specific constraint of the power alloca- 860
tion strategy obtained when using the energy efficiency as our 861
design objective. 862
C. Algorithms 863
We now discuss the performance of our proposed algorithm, 864
where we set the minimum per-user throughput constraint to 865
R = 15 MBits/s and FoV of 90◦ for our investigations. 866
1) Comparison: The left subplot of Fig. 6 shows the energy 867
efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells as a func- 868
tion of the predefined edge-distance threshold, when using 869
both the baseline algorithm and the proposed algorithm with 870
and without adjustments, as detailed in Section II-C3. For our 871
proposed algorithm relying on adjustments, we set |Kc| − 1 872
and |Nc| − 1 as the maximum number of iterations for our 873
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Fig. 6. Energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells as a function
of the predefined edge-distance threshold (left) and of the number of iterations
(right) when using both the baseline algorithm and the proposed algorithm with
and without adjustments and using the parameters of Table I.
VT and CT-aided A-Cells, respectively. It can be seen from874
the left subplot of Fig. 6 that the proposed algorithm oper-875
ating without adjustments is capable of achieving much of876
the energy efficiency per user obtained by the baseline algo-877
rithm. When relying on additional adjustments, the proposed878
algorithm achieves a higher energy efficiency per user than879
that of its non-adjusted counterparts. In particular, it performs880
quite similarly to the baseline algorithm, when the predefined881
edge-distance threshold is small.882
2) Convergence: The right subplot of Fig. 6 shows the con-883
vergence of both the baseline and of the proposed algorithm884
for edge-distance based A-Cells associated with d0 = 3.5 m. It885
can be seen that the baseline algorithm converges within 6 iter-886
ations with further embedded iterations owing to the usage of887
the dual-decomposition method. For our proposed algorithm,888
3 iterations are typically sufficient to approach convergence889
dispensing with the dual-decomposition method. Despite the890
ultimate sub-optimality, the intermediate energy efficiency per891
user achieved by our proposed algorithm is much higher than892
that of the baseline algorithm. This becomes especially promi-893
nent, when we only use a single iteration, which is marked by894
the solid circle. In the right subplot of Fig. 6, quantitatively, the895
achievable energy efficiency per user of our proposed algorithm896
after 3 iterations accounts for slightly more than 90% that of its897
ultimate counterpart constituted by our baseline algorithm.898
IV. CONCLUSION899
In this paper, we discussed the hitherto-unexplored amor-900
phous structure for constructing energy efficient VLC systems.901
This problem was approached by the joint design of three902
inter-linked aspects under the critical consideration of optical903
constraints. Our numerical results demonstrated that the amor-904
phous structure proposed is beneficial in VLC system design,905
since it results in a higher energy efficiency than that of the906
conventional structure. Furthermore, our proposed algorithm is907
capable of performing close to the baseline algorithm, making908
it an attractive design alternative. Finally, our proposed amor-909
phous structure constitutes a promising LiFi solution, providing910
services in various indoor applications, including museums,911
offices and hospitals. These observations stimulate a range of 912
further research topics, such as the energy efficient VLC system 913
design taking into account the clipping-distortion of DCO- 914
OFDM, the co-design of energy efficient communication and 915
illumination, the network power consumption of VLC system, 916
the comparison to other OOFDM schemes [37]–[41], the inves- 917
tigation of non-linear VT, and finally the robust design under 918
channel estimation uncertainties, etc. 919
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4
Abstract—In this paper, we design an energy efficient indoor4
visible light communications (VLC) system from a radically new5
perspective based on an amorphous user-to-network association6
structure. Explicitly, this intriguing problem is approached from7
three inter-linked perspectives, considering the cell formation,8
link-level transmission and system-level optimisation, critically9
appraising the related optical constraints. To elaborate, apart10
from proposing hitherto unexplored amorphous cells (A-Cells),11
we employ a powerful amalgam of asymmetrically clipped opti-12
cal orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (ACO-OFDM) and13
transmitter pre-coding aided multi-input single-output (MISO)14
transmission. As far as the overall system-level optimisation is con-15
cerned, we propose a low-complexity solution dispensing with the16
classic Dinkelbach’s algorithmic structure. Our numerical study17
compares a range of different cell formation strategies and inves-18
tigates diverse design aspects of the proposed A-Cells. Specifically,19
our results show that the A-Cells proposed are capable of achiev-20
ing a much higher energy efficiency per user compared to that21
of the conventional cell formation for a range of practical field of22
views (FoVs) angles.23
Index Terms—Energy Efficiency, Optical Wireless, Small Cells,24
Optical OFDM, Optical MIMO.25
I. INTRODUCTION26
1) Background: Improving the attainable energy efficiency27
has been one of the salient design objectives of modern28
wireless communications [1]. In the post-4G era, quantifying29
energy efficiency became a challenge owing to the emerging30
Heterogeneous Networks (HetNet) in pursuit of ‘green’ designs31
[2]–[6]. With the launch of the global 5G research initiatives,32
the community expanded its horizon from Radio Frequency33
(RF) cellular networks both to millimetre wave [7] and to34
optical wireless concepts [8]. Owing to this paradigm-shift35
to higher frequencies, the disruptive large-scale Multi-Input36
Multi-Output (MIMO) architecture has attracted substantial37
interests, with the goal of further improving the achievable38
energy efficiency [9]. Apart from the classic perspectives on39
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energy efficiency, the novel concepts of wirelessly powered 40
communications [10], [11] are also emerging. Despite all the 41
above advances, there is a paucity of literature on design- 42
ing energy efficient optical wireless systems, especially indoor 43
Visible Light Communications (VLC) systems. 44
With the advent of high-power Light Emitting Diodes 45
(LEDs) and high-sensitivity Photo-Diodes (PD), the VLC con- 46
cept appears to be especially promising in the small-cell 47
family of the 5G era [12]. By modulating the visible light 48
produced by the LEDs way above the human eye’s fusion 49
frequency, the dual goal of communication and illumination 50
can be realised simultaneously. The pioneering implementa- 51
tion of VLC using LEDs was carried out by the Nakagawa 52
laboratory in 2004 [13], which stimulated significant research 53
attention. The link-level data rates of 100s of MBits/s have 54
been reported using state-of-the-art LEDs and photo-detectors 55
[14]. The modulation schemes have evolved from simple 56
pulse based modulation to more sophisticated Asymmetrically 57
Clipped/DC-biased Optical Orthogonal Frequency Division 58
Multiplexing (ACO/DCO-OFDM) [15], [16]. More ambitious 59
GBits/s targets have also been achieved with the aid of opti- 60
cal MIMO techniques [17] and by using advanced LEDs [18]. 61
Apart from these exciting link-level achievements, the system- 62
level study of VLC has also been developed for broadening its 63
scope beyond point-to-point applications [19]–[24]. 64
2) Motivation: However, most of the above-mentioned 65
VLC research aimed for increasing the attainable throughput, 66
whilst paying less attention to energy efficiency. In fact, LEDs 67
are primarily used for illumination, where typically a constant 68
DC power is provided to satisfy the illumination requirements 69
and to maintain sufficient forward biasing voltages across the 70
LEDs for communications. Hence, the additional communica- 71
tion function should not perturb the illumination requirements 72
nor should it violate the LEDs physical limits. Desirably, 73
the extra communication-related power consumption invested 74
should also be as low as possible, while maintaining a min- 75
imum required Quality of Service (QoS). This is also true 76
when no illumination is required during daytime. Hence, valu- 77
able research has been dedicated to link-level energy efficiency 78
focusing on brightness and dimming control with the aid of 79
both modulation-related [25], [26] and coding-related [27], [28] 80
techniques. However, there is no system-level investigation on 81
energy efficient VLC systems supporting multi-users, which 82
may require a radically new design approach. 83
When considering the attainable system-level energy effi- 84
ciency of a particular network, the specific structure of associat- 85
ing the users with the network plays a crucial role. As a result, 86
it has limited benefits to optimise the power consumption of 87
0733-8716 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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an inefficient user-to-network association structure. Thanks to88
the flexibility in indoor VLC systems design [12], we advocate89
an amorphous user-to-network association structure for indoor90
VLC systems. To elaborate, in conventional structures, the cells91
are typically formed from a network-centric perspective, with-92
out taking into account the users’ positions, where the design93
flow is based on defining a cell constituted by one or more94
Access Points (APs) and then associating the users with it. In95
RF cellular systems having hundreds or thousands of random96
uniformly distributed users, the conventional structure may97
indeed be applicable. However, when considering an indoor98
VLC system supporting only a few dozen users, naively apply-99
ing the conventional structure may become inefficient, since the100
users are sporadic. Moreover, in VLC systems, the number of101
APs may be higher than the number of users, creating an ultra102
dense AP deployment. Hence, we propose Amorphous Cells103
(A-Cells) from a user-centric point of view by considering the104
users’ positions, where the design flow is based on grouping the105
users together and then associating the APs with them, resulting106
in irregular shape cells.107
3) Scope: We design an energy efficient indoor VLC system108
relying on an amorphous structure under practical optical con-109
straints by considering three interlinked design aspects, namely110
the cell formation, the link-level transmission and the system-111
level power allocation. Logically, the cell formation strategy112
determines the specific association between the APs and users,113
while the transmission strategy and the power allocation jointly114
determine the signal strength and the amount of interference.115
Explicitly,116
• we propose two A-Cells formation techniques, namely the117
edge-distance and centroid-distance based A-Cells. The118
beneficial construction of A-Cells constitutes the basis of119
a structurally energy efficient indoor VLC system;120
• we propose a new link-level transmission scheme121
by amalgamating the ACO-OFDM and our Vector122
Transmission (VT) and Combined Transmission (CT)123
based Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) transmission124
of [12];125
• we propose an efficient low-complexity algorithm for126
maximising the system-level energy efficiency employing127
the advocated link-level transmission scheme associated128
with the proposed A-Cells.129
Our paper is organised as follows. In Section II-A, we130
embark on designing the proposed amorphous structure, while131
in Section II-B, we discuss the transmission schemes employed132
and finally we perform system optimisation in Section II-C.133
The achievable performance of our design is characterised in134
Section III and we close in Section IV.135
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION136
Consider an indoor VLC environment having N APs uni-137
formly installed on the ceiling, where each AP is constituted138
by an array of L LEDs pointing vertically downwards. These139
APs will be used for communicating with K users and at the140
same time for providing illumination. As discussed before, sup-141
porting wireless communications should not violate the main142
illumination requirements and should obey the LEDs physical143
limits. Hence, the communications-related power investment 144
should be as low as possible in order to minimise the perturba- 145
tions imposed on the lightening function, while maintaining a 146
minimum required QoS. This leads to communications-related 147
energy efficiency maximisation as 148
max
F,T,P
ft (F,T,P)/ f p(F,T,P), (1)
where ft (·) represents the achievable throughput, which is a 149
function of the cell formation strategy F, of the link-level trans- Q1150
mission strategy T and of the power allocation strategy P. 151
Furthermore, f p(·) represents the power consumption, which 152
is also a function of F, T and P. Since F and T are potentially 153
enumerable, we can reformulate (1) given F and T as1. 154
max
P
ft |F,T(P)/ f p|F,T(P). (2)
To adopt a clear structure, we will elaborate 1) on the cell 155
formation strategy in Section II-A by describing the channel 156
characteristics in Section II-A1, then introducing the moti- 157
vation of A-Cells in Section II-A2 and finally detailing the 158
construction of A-Cells in Section II-A3; 2) on the transmission 159
strategy in Section II-B by introducing ACO-OFDM and MISO 160
transmission in Section II-B1 and Section II-B2 respectively, 161
and then introducing the optical constraints in Section II-B3; 162
3) on the power allocation strategy in Section II-C by out- 163
lining our problem formulation, transformation and simpli- 164
fication in Section II-C1, Section II-C2 and Section II-C3, 165
respectively. 166
A. Amorphous Structure 167
Fixing F in (1) not only reduces the complexity of the prob- 168
lem, but also constitutes a logically appealing arrangement, 169
since cell formation is the pivotal system design stage. 170
1) Channel Characteristics: Before introducing the cell 171
formation strategy, a brief description of the VLC channel char- 172
acteristics is essential. The optical channel between the kth user 173
and the nth AP is constituted by both the direct Line-of-Sight 174
(LoS) component h0k,n and its reflections, but we only consider 175
the first reflection h1k,n , since higher-order indirect reflections 176
are typically negligible. Specifically, the LoS component is 177
given by [13] 178
h0k,n =
(mL + 1)AP D
2πd2
cosmL (θ) cos(ψ) fo f (ψ) foc(ψ), (3)
where the Lambert index mL = −1/ log2
[
cos(φ1/2)
]
depends 179
on the semi-angle φ1/2 at half-illumination of the source. AP D 180
is the physical area of the PD receiver, d is the distance between 181
the kth user and the nth AP, θ is the angle of irradiance from the 182
nth AP and ψ is the angle of incidence at the kth user. Still refer- 183
ring to (3), fo f (ψ) and foc(ψ) denote the gain of the optical 184
1Re-evaluating (2) upon the change of cell formation and transmission strat-
egy would impose an excessive complexity. Fortunately, indoor VLC systems
typically have low-mobility. Hence, updating (2) semi-adaptively, not instan-
taneously, strikes a comprise, although the optimal updating frequency is
application-specific. However, these interesting points are out of our scope.
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filter and of the optical concentrator employed, respectively.185
Furthermore, foc(ψ) can be written as186
foc(ψ) = n2r / sin2(ψ), ψ ≤ ψF ; foc(ψ) = 0, ψ > ψF , (4)
where ψF represents half of the receiver’s Field-of-View (FoV)187
and nr is the refractive index of a lens at a PD receiver. By188
contrast, the first reflected component is given by [13]189
h1k,n =
∑
v
∑
τ
ρr Ar d2
d2v,τ,1d
2
v,τ,2
cos(αv,τ ) cos(βv,τ )h0k,n, (5)
where dv,τ,1 is the distance between the nth AP and the (v, τ )th190
reflection point, while dv,τ,2 is the distance between the (v, τ )th191
reflection point and the kth user. Furthermore, αv,τ and βv,τ192
denote the angle of incidence for the incoming light and the193
angle of irradiance for the outgoing light at the (v, τ )th reflec-194
tion point, having a tiny area of Ar and a reflectance factor of195
ρr . Furthermore, the pair of summations in (5) represent all196
the reflections from the walls. Finally, the aggregated chan-197
nel between the kth user and the nth AP is given by hk,n =198
h0k,n + h1k,n , where we assumed single-tap channel response. In199
the following, we use only the LoS component for constructing200
the A-Cells, but we will use the aggregated channel for the rest201
of our design.202
2) Motivation of A-Cells: Fig. 1 portrays the conventional203
structure (left) and the amorphous structure (right) for a 15 m ×204
15 m indoor VLC system having 8 × 8 APs (marked by205
squares) and 20 users (marked by circles) under three typical206
scenarios (same, more and less number of cells), where the207
users’ positions are drawn from a uniform random distribution,208
whilst employing the parameters of Table I. Owing to space-209
limitations, in Fig. 1 we only show the edge-distance based210
A-Cells having a predefined distance threshold of d0 = 3.5 m.211
Conventional cells typically have a fixed shape. For example,212
we may partition the 15 m × 15 m indoor environment into four213
square-shaped cells having (4 × 4) = 16 APs per cell, where214
the users are associated with cells depending on the users’ posi-215
tions relative to the square-shaped boundary amongst the cells.216
Within each cell, we may switch off the communications func-217
tion of the specific APs having no LoS links to the users in their218
vicinity (indicated by hollow small squares), since improving219
the energy efficiency is our goal. The related examples may be220
seen in the left of Fig. 1, where we refer to this bench-marker221
as ‘S16’. Similarly, we also have the special bench-marker of222
‘S1’, which represents the scenario of using each AP to create223
an individual cell and again, the idle mode is used for those224
APs, which have no LoS links to the users in order to save225
energy [29].226
A common observation concerning the conventional arrange-227
ment ‘S16’ in the left of Fig. 1 is that the resultant cells are228
all constrained within the four partitioned areas. However, this229
arrangement may not be the most appropriate. For example, in230
the southwest cell of Fig. 1a, the ‘boundary user’ ‘A’ is clearly231
far from user ‘C’ in the same cell, but it is more close to user ‘B’232
in the neighbouring cell. Hence, there might be a tendency for233
user ‘A’ to separate from user ‘C’ and to join user ‘B’, as seen in234
Fig. 1b of A-Cells. This is also true for the ‘boundary user’ ‘D’235
in the northeast cell of Fig. 1a, since it is more close to the users236
Fig. 1. Illustration of the conventional (left) and the amorphous structure (right)
for VLC indoor systems.
located in the southeast cell, than to the rest of the distant users 237
in the same cell. More examples are shown in Fig. 1c, where 238
two clusters of boundary users highlighted by ellipses join A- 239
Cells of Fig. 1d. In addition to a different user-to-network asso- 240
ciation, the status of APs is also different, where for example, 241
APs (‘a’,‘b’,‘c’) were switched from idle mode in conventional 242
cells of Fig. 1a to become active in the A-Cell of Fig. 1b, since 243
they have LoS connections to the associated users. Hence, the 244
proposed A-Cells are capable of breaking boundaries, lead- 245
ing to a higher and a lower number of A-Cells in Fig. 1d 246
and Fig. 1f. 247
3) Construction of A-Cells: Let us first introduce some
Q2
248
common notations. We let C be the specific set hosting all cells, 249
where for the cth cell Cc, we have |Nc| APs hosted in the setNc 250
serving |Kc| users of the set Kc, with | · | being the cardinality 251
of a set. Note that these notations are in generic sense, includ- 252
ing both conventional cells and A-Cells. We are now ready to 253
discuss the construction of A-Cells. 254
We firstly construct a full user-to-network association matrix 255
M f having K rows and N columns corresponding to K users 256
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TABLE I
LIST OF PARAMETERS
and N APs2. The [k, n]th entry of M f is set to the LoS channel257
h0k,n . We then carry out AP anchoring as follows:258
1) Initialise user-to-network association matrix M = M f .259
2) Find the best user-AP pair [k∗, n∗] having the strongest260
LoS channel amongst all entries of M and then collect the261
best user-index k∗ in k∗.262
3) Set all entries in the k∗th row and in the n∗th column263
of M to zero in order to exclude them from further264
consideration throughout the AP anchoring process.265
4) If there are still positive entries in M, we repeat this266
process from Step 2. Otherwise, we output M as the267
sub-matrix of M f constituted by all rows from k∗.268
The objective of AP anchoring is to have exclusive user-AP269
pairs ensuring that each of those users in k∗ will be served at270
least by its own anchor AP. Those users who have not found271
their anchor APs will be scheduled during the next anchoring272
round, however scheduling is beyond our current scope.273
Having the user-to-network association matrix M, the dis-274
tance based A-Cells are constructed, where the users are firstly275
grouped based on a pre-defined distance threshold d0 and then276
we select APs associated with those users3 as follows:277
1) Introduce the counter c, which is initialised as c = 1.278
2) We commence forming cell Cc by recruiting the first user,279
who has not been included in any cells. Hence, this user280
will be the only one in the set Kc and along with the281
2The availability of the full user-to-network association matrix rely on the
acquisition of channel knowledge at the AP side, which can be readily estimated
at the user side and then fed back to the AP at the cost of a modest overhead.
This is because the VLC channels are pre-dominantly static and the channel
knowledge can be characterised by a single attenuation factor.
3When constructing distance based A-Cells, the mutual distances between
users are required. After acquiring the channel knowledge, the distances
between users and APs can be inferred from (3). As a result, classical posi-
tioning may be used for determining the users’ positions. Hence, the mutual
distances between users can be readily calculated.
Algorithm 1. Distance based A-Cells
1: initialise c = 1, K0 = ∅
2: while M  0 do
3: k = {min k : k ∈ K0}, a = ∀n : M[k, n] > 0}
4: Cc : {Kc = {k},Nc = {a}},K◦c = ∅
5: while Kc = K◦c do
6: K◦c = Kc, K0 = K0 ∪Kc
7: k∗ = arg mink ∈K0 D(k,Cc)
8: if D(k∗,Cc) ≤ d0 then
9: b = ∀n : M[k∗, n] > 0}
10: Cc : {Kc = Kc ∪ k∗, Nc = Nc ∪ b}
11: end if
12: end while
13: M[Kc, :] = 0, c = c + 1
14: end while
15: for all n ∈ N1 ∪N2 · · · ∪N|C| do
16: c∗ = arg max∀c{maxk∈Kc h0k,n}
17: Nc = Nc \ n, for all c = c∗
18: end for
associated AP set Nc containing all the APs providing 282
LoS connections to the first user. 283
3) Recruit another user from the set of hitherto unas- 284
signed users, who has the smallest distance from the 285
edge/centroid of the cell Cc, provided that their distance is 286
shorter than d0. In this step, the edge of the cell is charac- 287
terised by connecting its containing users’ positions. We 288
then update cell Cc, which results in the expanded set of 289
Kc and Nc. 290
4) We repeat Step 3 until no additional users can be grouped. 291
As a result, we completed the update of cell Cc, which 292
resulted in the final set of Kc and Nc. 293
5) Set all entries of the association matrix M associated with 294
the users in Kc to zero. If there are still positive entries in 295
M, we increment c and repeat from Step 2. 296
Upon the completion of user grouping, we have to resolve the 297
associated AP ambiguity, since some cells may have conflicting 298
AP assignments. In those cases, any ambiguously assigned AP 299
n is exclusively included in the c∗th cell containing those users 300
to whom the ambiguously assigned AP n has the strongest LoS 301
connection. Finally, note that the entire set of APs Na involved 302
in the ultimately constructed cells, namelyNa = N1 ∪N2 · · · ∪ 303
N|C|, constitutes a subset of whole set of available APs in the 304
room. For those unassigned APs in N¯a , no communications are 305
activated. To ease understanding, we include the pseudo-code in 306
Algorithm 1. Regarding the complexity imposed, the first step 307
of AP anchoring requires only an order of O(K ) operations and 308
an order of O(K N log(K N )) for finding the best user-AP pair. 309
Furthermore, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is linear within the 310
range of [O(K 2),O(K 3)] owing to its hierarchical algorithmic 311
structure. 312
B. Link-level Transmission 313
Let us now discuss the transmission strategy relying on the 314
amalgamation of ACO-OFDM and MISO transmission. Our 315
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forthcoming elaborations are equally applicable both to the316
conventional cells and to the proposed A-Cells.317
1) ACO-OFDM: We first consider the downlink ACO-318
OFDM transmission from the nth AP n ∈ Nc to the kth user319
k ∈ Kc in the cth cell Cc. Let Ns represent the number of320
ACO-OFDM sub-channels and let sn ∈ CNs/4 represent the321
Frequency Domain (FD) information-bearing symbol vector322
transmitted from the nth AP. Then the resultant ACO-OFDM323
symbol vector s fn ∈ CNs is constituted by the odd sub-channel324
entries of zero and the even sub-channel entries of325
s
f
n [m] =
{
sn[m/2] if m ≤ Ns/2 and is even
s
conj
n [ Ns−m+22 ] if m > Ns/2 and is even.
(6)
It becomes plausible that the ACO-OFDM mapping of (6)326
obeys the Hermitian symmetry property, which allows us to327
create real-valued Time Domain (TD) signal samples stn ∈ RNs328
after the classic IFFT operation. Since the odd-indexed FD sub-329
channels are set to zero in the specific ACO-OFDM mapping330
of (6), the first-half of the TD signal samples are copied to the331
second-half of the TD signal samples, albeit with their signs332
flipped. As a result, the TD signal samples can be conveyed with333
all the negative parts clipped at zero. The clipping-distortion334
imposed by the removal of the negative amplitudes only occurs335
at the odd-indexed FD sub-channels carrying no data and hence336
can be ignored, despite the fact that the amplitude of the TD337
signal samples is halved.338
The clipped positive and real-valued TD signal samples s˜tn ∈339
R
Ns+ in conjunction with the DC-bias current are then forwarded340
to the LEDs, where the TD signal envelope is used for modu-341
lating the intensity of the LEDs. To elaborate a little further,342
the clipped TD signal samples s˜tn obey the clipped Gaussian343
distribution with a parameter of σstn . Hence, the average opti-344
cal power of the TD signal samples s˜tn is P◦ = σstn /
√
2π and345
the total radiated optical power plus DC is P = Pdc + P◦.346
Correspondingly, the average electronic power of the TD sig-347
nal samples stn is Pet = σ 2stn , while the average electronic power348
of the FD ACO-OFDM symbol vector associated with its349
even-order half is Pef = 2Pet .350
The kth user’s receiver is comprised of a PD and a trans-351
impedance amplifier. After the removal of DC component and352
followed by direct detection relying on the Optical to Electrical353
(O/E) conversion factor of γ , the discrete-time model of the354
received FD symbol vector yk ∈ CNs after FFT becomes355
yk = (γ /2)diag[h]s fn + Ik + wk, (7)
where h ∈ RNs hosts the FD channel responses. Since the356
ACO-OFDM VLC channels can be safely considered as being357
non-dispersive for a bandwidth B upto 20 MHz [30], each entry358
of h becomes a single-tap gain factor hk,n4. Furthermore, Ik ∈359
C
Ns denotes the interference imposed on the kth user. Finally,360
wk ∈ CNs represents the noise vector accounting for both the361
shot noise and the thermal noise at the receiver, which can be362
4We consider white LEDs constructed by using blue LEDs having a phos-
phor layer, which have a typical bandwidth of 20 MHz. This is achievable if
a blue filter is used at the receiver side. Our methodology is also eminently
applicable, when LEDs with ≥100 MHz bandwidth become available.
modelled as zero-mean complex-valued AWGN with a vari- 363
ance of σ 2 = N0 B, where N0 ≈ 10−22 A2/Hz [14]. Extracting 364
the information-bearing sub-channels from yk , for each m ∈ 365
{2, 4, . . . , Ns/2} we have, 366
yk[m] = (γ /2)hk,ns fn [m] + Ik[m] + wk[m]. (8)
Remark II-B1: Energy efficiency maximisation of conven- 367
tional RF systems typically relies on Shannon’s capacity 368
expression for ft (·) in (2), assuming Gaussian-distributed 369
signalling. However, optical systems relying on Intensity 370
Modulation/Direct Detection (IM/DD) can only have real- 371
valued positive signals. Unfortunately, there is a lack of exact 372
capacity expressions for optical systems, despite the existence 373
of various forms of capacity bounds [31]. Hence, we con- 374
sider ACO-OFDM, since it is a widely used optical modulation 375
scheme exhibiting a higher power efficiency than DCO-OFDM, 376
which allows us to derive an analytically tractable capacity 377
expression [32], [33] for our energy efficiency maximisation 378
problem to be discussed in Section II-C. Suffice to say that, the 379
capacity expression of DCO-OFDM has to take into consider- 380
ation the non-linear clipping distortion effects [33], which are 381
hence set aside for our future research. 382
2) MISO Transmission: Having discussed the above point- 383
to-point scenario, let us now discuss the multi-user scenario. 384
For the cth cell having |Nc| APs and |Kc| users, the equivalent 385
physical layer may be modelled as a multi-user MISO system 386
for |Kc| > 1 or as a single-user MISO system for |Kc| = 1. 387
In the former case, we employ VT based on Zero Forcing 388
(ZF) Transmit Pre-Coding (TPC) for eliminating the inter-user- 389
interference within the cth cell, while for the latter case, we 390
employ CT for maximising the received signal power. 391
When |Kc| = 1, CT is employed, where we transmit the 392
same signal s fn [m] = xk0 [m] from all n ∈ Nc APs to the only 393
user k0 ∈ Kc. The signals arriving at the k0th receiver can be 394
constructively combined, since all the channels emerging from 395
all Nc APs to the user k0 are positive. Hence, for the mth sub- 396
channel m ∈ {2, 4, . . . , Ns/2}, we have the single-user MISO 397
expression of (8) written as 398
yk0 [m] = (γ /2)
∑
n∈Nc
hk0,nctn xk0 [m] + Ik0 [m] + wk0 [m], (9)
where we set normalised electronic power of xk0 [m] being unity 399
and let ctn =
√
2Pctc,n with Pctc,n to be optimised. By contrast, 400
for |Kc| > 1, VT is employed. For the mth sub-channel m ∈ 401
{2, 4, . . . , Ns/2}, we have the multi-user MISO expression of 402
(8) written as 403
y[m] = (γ /2)Hs f [m] + I[m] + w[m], (10)
where y[m] ∈ C|Kc| is the received FD symbol vector of all the 404
|Kc| users in the cth cell on the mth sub-channel, while s f [m] ∈ 405
C
|Nc| is the FD symbol vector transmitted from all |Nc| APs in 406
the cth cell on the mth sub-channel. Finally, H ∈ R|Kc|×|Nc| 407
is the channel between the |Kc| users and the |Nc| APs, while 408
I[m] ∈ C|Kc| is the inter-cell-interference imposed on all |Kc| 409
users in the cth cell on the mth sub-channel. To eliminate the 410
inter-user-interference, we employ TPC, which is formulated 411
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as s f [m] = Gx[m], where x[m] ∈ C|Kc| is the multi-user FD412
symbol vector and the ZF precoding G ∈ R|Nc|×|Kc| is explic-413
itly formulated as G = H†, which is the pseudo-inverse of H.414
Hence, (10) can be decomposed into |Kc| parallel streams and415
for any k ∈ Kc, yielding416
yk[m] = (γ /2)vtk xk[m] + Ik[m] + wk[m], (11)
where we set normalised electronic power of xk[m] being unity417
and let vtk =
√
2Pvtc,k with P
vt
c,k to be optimised.418
Remark II-B2: It is natural to consider multi-user MISO419
transmission in VLC systems using VT to eliminate the inter-420
user-interference. The roots of VT are in the celebrated results421
of information theory, where Dirty Paper Coding (DPC) is422
found to be capable of achieving the broadcast channel’s423
capacity [34]. Owing to its non-linear complex nature of imple-424
menting DPC, the low-complexity ZF constitutes a popular425
alternative, which was shown to exhibit a negligible perfor-426
mance loss compared to DPC in the high Signal to Noise427
Ratio (SNR) regime, when the number of APs is larger than428
the number of users [35]. Hence, this important theoretical429
finding benefits directly a range of modern communications430
systems. For example, the concept of VT is similar to the suc-431
cessful employment of ‘vectoring’ in the state-of-the-art Digital432
Subscriber Line (DSL) based G.fast system invoked for coping433
with the crosstalk between twisted pairs. This operation is also434
reminiscent of the concept of the Coordinated Multiple Point435
(CoMP) transmission regime of classic RF cellular communi-436
cations conceived for mitigating the inter-cell-interference at437
the cell edge [36]. In practice, to facilitate VT from |Nc| APs438
to |Kc| users, both the channel matrix H and the users’ data439
x[m] have to be shared amongst the |Nc| APs. Fortunately, this440
requirement can be satisfied, since the VLC channels are pre-441
predominately static, while the sharing of all users’ data x[m]442
requires a more capable back-haul.443
3) Optical Constraints: Typically, the forward current of444
the DC-biased and clipped TD signal samples should be within445
the LED’s dynamic range [30]. Since the total radiated opti-446
cal power is directly proportional to the forward current, we447
describe the optical constraints in terms of their optical power.448
The total optical power radiated from an AP should satisfy449
the per-LED dynamic range of Pmin ≤ P/L ≤ Pmax , where we450
assume that each of the L LEDs constituting an AP emits the451
same optical power. For example, a practical dynamic range452
of a Vishay TSHG8200 LED is between Pmin = 5 mW and453
Pmax = 50 mW at room temperature. For satisfying a pre-454
defined illumination requirement constituted by the minimum455
illumination Imin , the maximum illumination Imax and the aver-456
age illumination Iavg , we find the minimum required optical457
power Pillumin by solving the problem of458
Pillumin = min P s.t. (12)
min
μ∈[1,K p]
N∑
n=1
hilluμ,n P ≥ Imin, max
μ∈[1,K p]
N∑
n=1
hilluμ,n P ≤ Imax ,
I−avg ≤
1
K p
K p∑
μ=1
N∑
n=1
hilluμ,n P ≤ I+avg, Pmin ≤ P/L ≤ Pmax ,
where I+avg and I−avg denote the ±5% of Iavg . Furthermore, hilluμ,n 459
denotes the luminous flux of the unit optical power provided 460
by the nth AP at the μth point of the K p equally partitioned 461
receiver plane, which is given as 462
hilluμ,n =
(mL + 1)
2πd2δ
cosmL (θ) cos(ψ), (13)
where δ denotes the optical power to luminous flux conversion 463
factor [14]. Similarly, we also find the maximum optical power 464
Pillumax = max P capable of satisfying the constraints of (12). 465
Note that having predefined illumination requirements also pre- 466
vents the saturation of the PD receiver, hence we assume the 467
absence of any further clipping at the receiver. As a result, 468
by taking into account both the illumination requirements and 469
LED’s physical limits, we have the optical constraint of 470
max{Pillumin , Pmin} ≤ P/L ≤ min{Pillumax , Pmax }. (14)
In this paper, we fix the DC-bias component5 and assume 471
only negative clipping is incurred by our ACO-OFDM scheme, 472
because we can always set an appropriate margin for prevent- 473
ing upper clipping imposed by the high Peak to Average Power 474
Ratio (PAPR) of ACO-OFDM TD signal samples by control- 475
ling the maximum ptical output power. More explicitly, to 476
avoid insufficient forward biasing, we set the DC-bias com- 477
ponent to be at least as high as the minimum optical power 478
required for satisfying the LED’s dynamic range. On the other 479
hand, we also adjust the DC-bias component to ‘just’ sat- 480
isfy the predefined illumination requirement. Hence, we have 481
Pdc/L = max{Pillumin , Pmin} and the optical requirement of (14) 482
becomes 0 ≤ P◦/L ≤ P◦max , where 483
P◦max = min{Pillumax , Pmax } − max{Pillumin , Pmin}, (15)
represents the maximum tolerable additional optical power 484
of each LED, so that the communication function would not 485
violate the illumination and LED instrument requirements. 486
C. System-Level Optimisation 487
Let us now discuss the system-level energy efficiency max- 488
imisation. Our forthcoming elaborations are equally applicable 489
both to the conventional cells and to the proposed A-Cells. 490
1) Formulation: Let us formulate our energy efficiency 491
maximisation problem by defining system’s mean energy effi- 492
ciency on a per-cell basis as 493
max
P
EE = 1|C|
∑
c
EEc(P), (16)
We may also define a global energy efficiency as the sum 494
throughput of all cells divided by the total power consump- 495
tion of all cells, where a centralised approach has to be used. 496
By contrast, the per-cell basis definition of (16) supports a 497
5We fix the DC-biasing by focusing our attention on the communications-
related energy efficiency maximisation, despite the possibility of adaptive
signal scaling and DC biasing [37]. Note that, when DCO-OFDM is considered,
optimising the DC-bias component becomes critical [30].
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more scalable and efficient distributed approach. Since |C|498
is a constant, (16) can be solved equivalently by optimising499
maxP
∑
c EEc(P), explicitly500
max
P
∑
c∈Cvt
f vtt,c(P)
f vtp,c(Pvtc )
+
∑
c∈Cct
f ctt,c(P)
f ctp,c(Pctc )
s.t. C1, C2, (17)
where Cvt and Cct are the sets hosting the specific cells that501
employ VT and CT, respectively. Furthermore, we have P =502 {
Pvt ; Pct} acting as the power allocation strategy, which is con-503
stituted by that of all VT-aided cells Pvt = {Pvtc ,∀c ∈ Cvt} and504
all CT-aided cells Pct = {Pctc ,∀c ∈ Cvt}, where Pvtc and Pctc are505
the power allocation strategy for the cth cell using VT and CT,506
respectively. By scrutinising (17), we find that only those cells507
in Cvt and Cct are included in our optimisation. This implies that508
those APs, which are not included in Cvt and Cct , are switched509
into their idle mode.510
Still referring to (17), since ACO-OFDM is employed, we511
can assume Gaussian signalling for xk[m] in (11) and for xk0 [m]512
in (9). Hence, we arrive at513
f vtt,c(P) =
∑
k∈Kc
κ log2
[
1 + (γ
2/2)Pvtc,k
σ 2 + Ic,k(Pvtc¯ , Pct )
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
f vtt,c,k(Pvtc,k ,Pvtc¯ ,Pct )
, (18)
f ctt,c(P) = κ log2
[
1 + (γ
2/2)
(∑
n∈Nc hk0,n
√
Pctc,n
)2
σ 2 + Ic,k0(Pctc¯ , Pvt )
]
, (19)
where κ = (1 − p)B/4 is a constant, with the factor of 4 repre-514
senting the bandwidth efficiency loss owing to the employment515
of ACO-OFDM having a bandwidth of B and p denoting the516
blocking probability. Furthermore, Ic,k(·) denotes the interfer-517
ence imposed on the kth user in the cth VT-aided cell, while518
Ic,k0(·) denotes the interference imposed on the only user k0 in519
the cth CT-aided cell. In (18) and (19), Pvtc¯ and Pctc¯ represent520
the power allocation excluding the cth cell from all VT-aided521
and CT-aided cells, respectively, which are used for evaluat-522
ing the interference terms Ic,k(·) and Ic,k0(·). Finally, since the523
DC-bias component is fixed for illumination, we consider the524
communications-related power consumption in the electronic525
domain, which may be written as526
f vtp,c(Pc) =
∑
n∈Nc
∑
k∈Kc
g2n,k P
vt
c,k, (20)
f ctp,c(Pc) =
∑
n∈Nc
Pctc,n, (21)
where gn,k is the [n, k]th entry of the TPC matrix G6.527
Furthermore, as far as the optimisation constraints are528
6We only consider transmission power as our source of power consump-
tion in (20) and (21). In our future work, other sources of power consumption,
such as the signal processing costs, back-haul power consumption etc would
be desired to paint the whole picture in terms of the entire network power con-
sumption [29]. However, at the time of writing, quantifying the network power
consumption for VLC systems remains an open issue, since integrating it with
a certain VLC back-haul requires dedicated treatment.
concerned, we impose the per-LED optical power constraint 529
pair C1 of 530
1
L
√∑
k∈Kc
g2n,k P
vt
c,k/2π ≤ P◦max ∀n ∈ Nc,∀c ∈ Cvt , (22)
1
L
√
Pctc,n/2π ≤ P◦max ∀n ∈ Nc,∀c ∈ Cct . (23)
We also impose the per-user throughput constraint pair C2 for 531
guaranteeing a minimum required QoS as 532
f vtt,c,k(Pvtc,k, Pvtc¯ , Pct ) ≥ R ∀k ∈ Kc,∀c ∈ Cvt , (24)
f ctt,c(P) ≥ R ∀c ∈ Cct . (25)
Note that neglecting the per-user throughput constraint pair C2 533
by unilaterally maximising the energy efficiency results in an 534
ill-defined problem, since the user QoS target is ignored. 535
2) Transformation: The objective function defined in (17) 536
is complex due to the coupled nature of the power allocation 537
strategy. Hence, we opt for decoupling the original problem 538
formulated in (17) so as to allow efficient distributed process- 539
ing. More explicitly, instead of evaluating the true interference 540
term of (18) and (19), we consider the interference upper bound 541
by assuming that all other cells transmit at their maximum 542
permissible optical power. This implies that we carry out guar- 543
anteed energy efficiency maximisation. More specifically, we 544
use constant Ic,k(P◦max ) to represent the maximum possible 545
interference imposed on the kth user in the cth VT-aided cell, 546
which is written as 547
Ic,k(P◦max ) = γ 2π
∑
c˜∈C,c˜ =c
∑
n∈Nc˜
h2k,n
(
L P◦max
)2
. (26)
Similarly, by replacing k = k0 in (26), we have Ic,k0(P◦max ) rep- 548
resenting the maximum possible interference imposed on the 549
only user k0 in the cth CT-aided cell. Correspondingly, we can 550
reformulate the lower bound of (18) and (19) as 551
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc ) = f vtt,c(P){Ic,k (Pvtc¯ ,Pct )→Ic,k (P◦max ),∀k∈Kc}, (27)
f ct,lt,c (Pctc ) = f ctt,c(P){Ic,k0 (Pctc¯ ,Pvt )→Ic,k0 (P◦max )}. (28)
It is plausible that (27) and (28) become only the function of 552
the power allocation strategy of the cth cell, which is decoupled 553
from other cells. Furthermore, since the composition in (19) or 554
in its lower bound expression of (28) results in a non-concave 555
function, we rely on the lower bounding of (28) in order to 556
arrive at the concave formulation of 557
f ct,llt,c (Pctc ) = κ log2
[
1 + (γ
2/2)
∑
n∈Nc h
2
k0,n P
ct
c,n
σ 2 + Ic,k0(P◦max )
]
. (29)
Upon taking into account (27) and (29), we arrive at the new 558
constraint pair C2 formulated as 559
f vt,lt,c,k(Pvtc,k) ≥ R ∀k ∈ Kc,∀c ∈ Cvt , (30)
f ct,llt,c (Pctc ) ≥ R ∀c ∈ Cct . (31)
Clearly, this new constraint pair is more strict than the origi- 560
nal constraint pair of (24) and (25). Lastly, the constraint pair 561
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C1 remains the same, as in (22) and (23). Following the above562
transformation, the decoupled energy efficiency maximisation563
problem becomes564
max
P
∑
c∈Cvt
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc )
f vtp,c(Pctc )
+
∑
c∈Cct
f ct,llt,c (Pctc )
f ctp,c(Pctc )
(32)
s.t. (22), (23), (30), (31).
Hence, the problem formulated in (32) can be solved in form of565
|C| parallel sub-problems, where we have566
max
Pvtc
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc )
f vtp,c(Pvtc )
s.t. (22), (30) ∀c ∈ Cvt , (33)
max
Pctc
f ct,llt,c (Pctc )
f ctp,c(Pctc )
s.t. (23), (31) ∀c ∈ Cct . (34)
Both (33) and (34) constitute fractional programming problems,567
which may be solved using Dinkelbach’s method [38] by iter-568
atively optimise the subtractive form of (33) and (34). More569
explicitly, for a particular c ∈ Cvt , the procedures are570
1) Introduce the parameter tvtc,i with i being the iteration571
index and initialise the parameter as tvtc,1 = 0.572
2) At each iteration i , solve the inner optimisation problem573
of the subtractive form of (33), namely574
max
Pvtc
f vt,lt,c (Pvtc ) − tvtc,i f vtp,c(Pvtc ) s.t. (22), (30).
Since the above inner optimisation problem is a concave575
maximisation problem, the classic dual-decomposition576
method yields a zero duality gap and hence achieves577
optimality. Owing to its popularity in solving convex578
problems, we refer readers for further details to [39].579
3) Let Pvt,∗c denote the optimal solutions found for the inner580
optimisation problem, if we have581
f vt,lt,c (Pvt,∗c ) − tvtc,i f vtp,c(Pvt,∗c ) ≤ ζ, (35)
then the pre-defined convergence threshold ζ is sat-582
isfied, where Pvt,∗c constitutes the ultimate solution.583
Alternatively, if the maximum number of iterations ς584
is reached, we output Pvt,∗c as the ultimate solution.585
Otherwise, we update the parameters according to586
tvtc,i+1 = f vt,lt,c (Pvt,∗c )/ f vtp,c(Pvt,∗c ), (36)
and repeat Steps 2 and 3.587
The above procedures, referred to as the baseline algorithm7,588
can be also used for the energy efficiency maximisation of (34)589
for CT-aided cells and we do not duplicate it here.590
3) Simplification: The baseline algorithm requires a num-591
ber of iterations to converge, where within each iteration, the592
classic dual-decomposition method invoked, again, requires593
encapsulated iterations to converge. Hence, we propose an algo-594
rithm, which dispenses with the above sophistication. For any595
7Other methods solving fractional programming, such as bisection and
Charnes-Cooper method, are also interesting but they are beyond our scope.
particular VT-aided cell c ∈ Cvt , we use the straightforward 596
equal power allocation strategy of 597
Pvtc,k = Pvtc ∀k ∈ Kc. (37)
To satisfy the constraint (30), we have 598
Pvtc,k ≥ (2R/κ − 1)[σ 2 + Ic,k(P◦max )]2/γ 2 = Pvt,lc,k , (38)
Pvtc ≥ maxk∈Kc P
vt,l
c,k = Pvt,lc , (39)
while to satisfy the constraint (22), we have 599
Pvtc ≤ 2π(L P◦max )2/
∑
k∈Kc
g2n,k = Pvt,uc . (40)
As a result, provided that Pvt,lc ≤ Pvt,uc , we have 600
Pvtc = Pvt,lc . (41)
The solution Pvtc in (41) ensures that even the least privi- 601
leged user kw = arg maxk∈Kc {Ic,k(P◦max )} satisfies the per-user 602
throughput constraint of (30). However, setting Pvtc for other 603
users may ‘over-satisfy’ their per-user throughput constraint 604
of (30), which leads to an energy efficiency loss. Hence, we 605
improve the above equal power allocation strategy as 606
1) Let K fc be the set hosting those users with fixed power 607
allocation strategies, which is initialised as K fc = {kw}. 608
Let Kpc be the complement set of K fc hosting those users 609
with adjustable power allocation strategies. Finally, we 610
initialise A = {Pvt
c,k∈Kc = Pvtc }. 611
2) For k ∈ Kpc , we reduce the power allocated from Pvtc,k = 612
Pvtc given in (41) to Pvtc,k = Pvt,lc,k given in (38). This will 613
result in the adjusted power allocation strategy of 614
Ak =
{
Pvtc,k = Pvt,lc,k ,k
}
, (42)
k =
{
Pvt
c, j∈K fc
= Pvt,lc, j , Pvtc,k˜∈Kpc ,k˜ =k = P
vt
c
}
. (43)
3) Repeating Step 2 for all users inKpc leads to |Kpc | adjusted 615
power allocation strategies {Ak, k ∈ Kpc }, where we find 616
the one gives the highest energy efficiency 617
kp = arg max
k∈Kpc
{ f vt,lt,c (Ak)/ f vtp,c(Ak)}. (44)
4) If we have 618
f vt,lt,c (Akp )/ f vtp,c(Akp ) ≥ f vt,lt,c (A)/ f vtp,c(A), (45)
then we include kp in K fc by excluding it from Kpc and 619
set A = Akp . Then we repeat the procedure commencing 620
from Step 2. The adjustment stops, when (45) is not met 621
and we output Pvt,∗c = A. 622
For any particular CT-aided cell c ∈ Cct , we use the equal 623
power allocation strategy, namely 624
Pctc,n = Pctc ∀n ∈ Nc. (46)
To satisfy the constraint (31), we have 625
Pctc ≥
(2R/κ − 1)[σ 2 + Ic,k0(Pmax )]
(γ 2/2)
∑
n∈Nc h
2
k0,n
= Pct,lc , (47)
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while to satisfy the constraint (23), we have626
Pctc ≤ 2π(L P◦max )2 = Pct,uc . (48)
As a result, provided that Pct,lc ≤ Pct,uc , we have627
Pctc = Pct,lc . (49)
Let us now adjust the equal power allocation strategy by turning628
off the communications function for those APs exhibiting high-629
attenuation channels, since blindly allocating power to it may630
lead to energy efficiency loss. More explicitly631
1) Let N0c and N1c be the set hosting the specific APs632
whose communication functions are turned off and turned633
on, respectively, where we have N0c = ∅ and N1c = Nc.634
Initialise A = {Pct
c,n∈Nc = Pctc }.635
2) Locate the weakest AP636
nw = arg min
n∈N1c
{hk0,n}, (50)
and include it in N0c by excluding it from N1c .637
3) Re-evaluate (47) and (48) usingN1c instead ofNc in order638
to get Pct,1c . Hence, we arrive at the new power allocation639
strategy of640
Anw = {Pctc,n∈N0c = 0, P
ct
c,n∈N1c = P
ct,1
c }. (51)
4) If we have641
f ct,llt,c (Anw)/ f ctp,c(Anw) ≥ f ct,llt,c (A)/ f ctp,c(A), (52)
we set A = Anw and repeat the above procedure, com-642
mencing from Step 2. The adjustments stop when (52)643
is not met and we output Pct,∗c = A.644
Remark II-C3: If no power adjustments are carried out, the645
algorithm proposed for the VT-aided or CT-aided cells only646
requires a one-off evaluation of (41) or (49), respectively.647
When adjustments are indeed required, the algorithm proposed648
requires at most |Kc| − 1 or |Nc| − 1 additional iterations for649
the VT-aided or CT-aided cells, respectively. Within each iter-650
ation, the dominant complexity component is only linearly651
increasing according to the order of O(Kpc ) or O(N1c) associ-652
ated with evaluating (44) or (50) for the VT-aided or CT-aided653
cells, respectively. To further aid the reader’s understanding, a654
flow chart is included in Fig. 2.655
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS656
Let us now provide simulation results for characterising the657
energy efficiency of the indoor VLC system relying on the658
amorphous structure. All our simulations are carried out for 100659
random independent snapshots of the user distributions using660
the parameters included in Table I.661
A. Comparisons662
For fair comparisons, in Fig. 3, the same transmission strat-663
egy is employed and the same baseline optimisation algorithm664
is applied for all the cell formation strategies involved, where665
we have set the minimum per-user throughput constraint to666
R = 15 MBits/s for our optimisation algorithm.667
Fig. 2. Flowcharts of the proposed algorithm.
Fig. 3. Energy efficiency per user comparisons of various cell formation strate-
gies (left) as well as between the edge and centroid-distance based A-Cells
(right) using the parameters of Table I.
1) Edge-Distance-Based A-Cells vs. Conventional Cells: 668
The left subplot of Fig. 3 compares the energy efficiency 669
per user between the conventional cells and the edge-distance 670
based A-Cells having 20 users (hollow) and 25 users (solid). 671
Explicitly, ‘E3.5’ stands for the edge-distance based A-Cells 672
having d0 = 3.5 m. This value of d0 was specifically selected to 673
result in an average number of cells, which is similar to that of 674
the bench-marker scenario ‘S16’. We also included the bench- 675
marker scenario ‘S1’ as introduced in Section II-A2. Since 676
similar trends may also be found for the centroid-distance based 677
A-Cells, we omit them for space economy. 678
It can be seen from the left subplot of Fig. 3 that, for both 679
20 users and 25 users, the edge-distance based A-Cells exhibit 680
a consistently higher energy efficiency per user than both the 681
conventional cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’, where the relative 682
energy efficiency becomes significantly greater upon increasing 683
the FoVs when experiencing more interference. Quantitatively, 684
when having 20 users, the edge-distance based A-Cells are 685
capable of achieving over 4 times (nearly 10 times) energy effi- 686
ciency per user than that of the bench-marker scenario ‘S1’ 687
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at FoV of 95◦ (of 100◦). Similarly, when compared to the688
bench-marker scenario ‘S16’, the edge-distance based A-Cells689
are capable of roughly doubling the energy efficiency per user690
at both FoVs of 95◦ and of 100◦. These observations imply691
that the advocated edge-distance based A-Cells are capable692
of handling scenarios having more interference. This is true693
upon slightly increasing the number of users from 20 to 25,694
where the edge-distance based A-Cells achieve overwhelm-695
ingly higher energy efficiency per user than both conventional696
cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’.697
Furthermore, we included the classic scheme of frequency698
reuse having a factor of two in conjunction with both the699
conventional cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’. It can be seen700
from the left subplot of Fig. 3 that the edge-distance based701
A-Cells exhibit a consistently higher energy efficiency per702
user than both the conventional cell formations relying on fre-703
quency reuse for all FoV settings and for both user settings.704
For all FoVs, as expected, the higher the number of users,705
the higher the energy efficiency per user of the edge-distance706
based A-Cells becomes in comparison to both conventional707
cell formations. Upon increasing the FoVs, the energy effi-708
ciency per user achieved by the edge-distance based A-Cells709
is reduced for both conventional cell formations as well as for710
both user settings, exhibiting a steeper reduction for the conven-711
tional cell formation ‘S1’. This is because, the higher the FoV,712
the more interference is encountered, hence frequency reuse713
becomes more beneficial. Despite this reduction, the energy714
efficiency per user achieved by the edge-distance based A-Cells715
remains at least three times higher when compared to that of716
the conventional cell formation ‘S1’ employing frequency reuse717
and supporting 20 users. To sum up, the edge-distance based718
A-Cells are significantly more energy efficient than both the719
conventional cell formations ‘S16’ and ‘S1’ operating with or720
without frequency reuse.721
2) Edge-Distance vs. Centroid-Distance-Based A-Cells:722
Owing to the flexibility of the distance based A-Cells, we can723
appropriately configure them to provide a fair comparison. The724
right subplot of Fig. 3 compares the energy efficiency per user725
between the edge-distance (hollow) and the centroid-distance726
(solid) based A-Cells with the average number of A-Cells span-727
ning from 1 to 6. For the edge-distance based A-Cells, we728
evaluate d0 = [3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5], while for the centroid-distance729
based A-Cells, we evaluate d0 = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Note that the730
higher the value of d0, the smaller the average number of resul-731
tant A-Cells. It can be seen from the right subplot of Fig. 3 that732
the edge-distance based A-Cells exhibit a consistently higher733
energy efficiency per user than that of the centroid-distance734
based A-Cells for all resultant average number of A-Cells and735
for all FoVs, which shows the superiority of the edge-distance736
based A-Cells. Indeed, we observe that the superiority of the737
edge-distance based A-Cells is more prominent at higher FoVs738
for all resultant average number of A-Cells, while they become739
very similar at FoV of 80◦. Finally, at FoVs of 90◦ and of740
100◦, we observe that the superiority of edge-distance based741
A-Cells is greater when having a larger number of resultant A-742
Cells, whilst there are marginal differences when the number of743
A-Cells is small.744
Fig. 4. Energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells as a function
of the predefined edge-distance threshold (left) and of the LoS and reflected-
path blocking probability (right) using the parameters of Table I.
B. Details 745
We now provide detailed observations regarding the edge- 746
distance based A-Cells. In these investigations, we use our 747
baseline algorithm for optimisation. Since similar trends may 748
also be found for the centroid-distance based A-Cells, we omit 749
them for space economy. 750
1) Effect of Edge Distance: The left subplot of Fig. 4 shows 751
the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells 752
as a function of the predefined edge-distance threshold. It can 753
be seen from the left subplot of Fig. 4 that as expected, guaran- 754
teeing a higher per-user throughput incurs an energy efficiency 755
loss compared to requiring a lower per-user throughput for all 756
predefined edge-distance threshold settings and for both FoVs, 757
demonstrating that any throughput improvement requires extra 758
power to be invested8. Furthermore, for all throughput con- 759
straints and for all predefined edge-distance threshold settings, 760
having a higher FoV results in a consistently lower energy 761
efficiency per user than that of a lower FoV, since more inter- 762
ference is encountered and more APs are involved when having 763
a higher FoV. Finally, we observe that the higher the edge- 764
distance threshold, the higher the energy efficiency per user 765
becomes for all throughput constraints and for both FoVs. 766
However, at this stage, we are reluctant to claim the supe- 767
riority of setting towards higher edge-distance threshold for 768
the reasons discussed as follows. In principle, setting a lower 769
edge-distance threshold results into several decoupled A-Cells, 770
whilst having a higher edge-distance threshold results into a 771
few large A-Cells. In both settings, the total number of par- 772
ticipated APs remains similar under a given FoV. Having a 773
few large A-Cells creates a large-dimensional multi-user MISO 774
system. Hence, it is capable of more easily satisfying a given 775
throughput constraint than forming several decoupled A-Cells. 776
However, having a large-dimensional multi-user MISO system 777
will potentially incur additional signal processing costs, such as 778
8Different modulations incur different levels of energy investments. For
example, Color Shift Keying (CSK) relies on the LEDs’ color mapping
capability, instead of higher DC power, for achieving an increased data rate.
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the inversion of a large matrix at the distributed APs as required779
by the ZF based TPC. Also, sharing data amongst APs of large780
A-Cells may require more capable back-haul. Hence, network781
power consumption by additionally considering the signal pro-782
cessing costs and back-haul power consumption is required to783
determine the most appropriate edge-distance threshold.784
2) Effect of Blocking: The right subplot of Fig. 4 shows785
the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells786
associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of the LoS and787
reflected-path blocking probability. It can be seen from the right788
subplot of Fig. 4 that as expected, the higher the blocking prob-789
ability, the lower the energy efficiency per user becomes for all790
throughput constraints and for both FoVs. Furthermore, for all791
blocking probabilities and for both FoVs, the energy efficiency792
per user is higher for a lower throughput constraint than for a793
higher throughput constraint. We observe also that, the slope of794
the energy efficiency reduction per user is higher for a higher795
throughput constraint for both FoVs. Finally, for all throughput796
constraints and for all blocking probabilities, having a higher797
FoV results in a consistently lower energy efficiency per user798
than that of a lower FoV, since more interference is encoun-799
tered and more APs are involved when having a higher FoV.800
Note that, the blocking model considered here is independent of801
the FoVs, while we will consider a more realistic FoV-related802
blocking in the future.803
3) Effect of Imperfect Channel Knowledge: The left of804
Fig. 5 shows the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance805
based A-Cells associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of the806
error variance of imperfect channel knowledge at the distributed807
APs used for VT or CT. We assumed Gaussian distributed808
errors and as expected, the achievable energy efficiency per user809
degrades upon increasing the error variance for all throughput810
constraints and for both FoVs. Furthermore, for all error vari-811
ances and for both FoVs, the energy efficiency per user is higher812
for a lower throughput constraint than for a higher throughput813
constraint. Furthermore, for all throughput constraints and for814
all error variances, having a higher FoV results in a consistently815
lower energy efficiency per user than that of a lower FoV. These816
investigations imply the importance of having an accurate chan-817
nel knowledge, where a modest reduction may be observed in818
the left of Fig. 5 at an error variance of 0.2 for all throughput819
constraints and for both FoVs. Hence, a classic trade-off arises820
between reducing the error variance and investing extra cost,821
which will be set aside for our future work.822
4) Effect of User Density: The right subplot of Fig. 5 shows823
the energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells824
associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of user density. It can825
be seen from the right subplot of Fig. 5 that as expected for all826
throughput constraints and for both FoVs, the higher the num-827
ber of users, the lower the energy efficiency per user becomes,828
since the interference becomes more pervasive and more num-829
ber of APs are involved. Importantly, the most substantial drop830
appears upon increasing the number of users from 10 to 20,831
followed by a less dramatic energy efficiency erosion per user832
beyond 20 users. Furthermore, for all user density settings and833
for both FoVs, the energy efficiency per user is higher for a834
lower throughput constraint than for a higher throughput con-835
straint. Finally, for all throughput constraints and for all user836
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Fig. 5. Energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells associated
with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of error variance (left) and energy efficiency
per user versus area spectral efficiency trade-offs (right) as a function of user
density using the parameters of Table I.
density settings, having a higher FoV results in a consistently 837
lower energy efficiency per user than that of a lower FoV, since 838
more interference is encountered and more APs are involved 839
when having a higher FoV. 840
5) Trade-Offs: The right subplot of Fig. 5 also shows the 841
Area Spectral Efficiency (ASE) for edge-distance based A- 842
Cells associated with d0 = 3.5 m as a function of user density. It 843
can be seen from the right subplot of Fig. 5 that as expected, for 844
all user density settings and for both FoVs, the ASE is higher 845
for a higher throughput constraint than for a lower throughput 846
constraint. Furthermore, for all throughput constraints and for 847
both FoVs, the higher the number of users, the higher the ASE 848
becomes. This is because the aggregated throughput is higher 849
for a higher number of users. However, the ASE improvement 850
seen in the right subplot of Fig. 5 is achieved at the cost of 851
sacrificing the energy efficiency per user. Achieving a higher 852
ASE at the cost of reducing the energy efficiency contradicts 853
to our original design objective. Similarly, for all throughput 854
constraints and for all user density settings, having a higher 855
FoV results in a slightly higher energy efficiency per user than 856
that of a lower FoV, again at the cost of sacrificing the energy 857
efficiency. Finally, we note that the ASE recorded in the right 858
subplot of Fig. 5 is not the maximum achievable ASE, since it 859
was evaluated under the specific constraint of the power alloca- 860
tion strategy obtained when using the energy efficiency as our 861
design objective. 862
C. Algorithms 863
We now discuss the performance of our proposed algorithm, 864
where we set the minimum per-user throughput constraint to 865
R = 15 MBits/s and FoV of 90◦ for our investigations. 866
1) Comparison: The left subplot of Fig. 6 shows the energy 867
efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells as a func- 868
tion of the predefined edge-distance threshold, when using 869
both the baseline algorithm and the proposed algorithm with 870
and without adjustments, as detailed in Section II-C3. For our 871
proposed algorithm relying on adjustments, we set |Kc| − 1 872
and |Nc| − 1 as the maximum number of iterations for our 873
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Fig. 6. Energy efficiency per user for edge-distance based A-Cells as a function
of the predefined edge-distance threshold (left) and of the number of iterations
(right) when using both the baseline algorithm and the proposed algorithm with
and without adjustments and using the parameters of Table I.
VT and CT-aided A-Cells, respectively. It can be seen from874
the left subplot of Fig. 6 that the proposed algorithm oper-875
ating without adjustments is capable of achieving much of876
the energy efficiency per user obtained by the baseline algo-877
rithm. When relying on additional adjustments, the proposed878
algorithm achieves a higher energy efficiency per user than879
that of its non-adjusted counterparts. In particular, it performs880
quite similarly to the baseline algorithm, when the predefined881
edge-distance threshold is small.882
2) Convergence: The right subplot of Fig. 6 shows the con-883
vergence of both the baseline and of the proposed algorithm884
for edge-distance based A-Cells associated with d0 = 3.5 m. It885
can be seen that the baseline algorithm converges within 6 iter-886
ations with further embedded iterations owing to the usage of887
the dual-decomposition method. For our proposed algorithm,888
3 iterations are typically sufficient to approach convergence889
dispensing with the dual-decomposition method. Despite the890
ultimate sub-optimality, the intermediate energy efficiency per891
user achieved by our proposed algorithm is much higher than892
that of the baseline algorithm. This becomes especially promi-893
nent, when we only use a single iteration, which is marked by894
the solid circle. In the right subplot of Fig. 6, quantitatively, the895
achievable energy efficiency per user of our proposed algorithm896
after 3 iterations accounts for slightly more than 90% that of its897
ultimate counterpart constituted by our baseline algorithm.898
IV. CONCLUSION899
In this paper, we discussed the hitherto-unexplored amor-900
phous structure for constructing energy efficient VLC systems.901
This problem was approached by the joint design of three902
inter-linked aspects under the critical consideration of optical903
constraints. Our numerical results demonstrated that the amor-904
phous structure proposed is beneficial in VLC system design,905
since it results in a higher energy efficiency than that of the906
conventional structure. Furthermore, our proposed algorithm is907
capable of performing close to the baseline algorithm, making908
it an attractive design alternative. Finally, our proposed amor-909
phous structure constitutes a promising LiFi solution, providing910
services in various indoor applications, including museums,911
offices and hospitals. These observations stimulate a range of 912
further research topics, such as the energy efficient VLC system 913
design taking into account the clipping-distortion of DCO- 914
OFDM, the co-design of energy efficient communication and 915
illumination, the network power consumption of VLC system, 916
the comparison to other OOFDM schemes [37]–[41], the inves- 917
tigation of non-linear VT, and finally the robust design under 918
channel estimation uncertainties, etc. 919
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